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Trunk Delay Announcing .. 

U.D.C. 534.862 : 621.395.63 
H. CORKEIT, A.r-,.1.E.E .. and 
A. C. LYNCH, M.A. 

When delay occurs on trunk lines, subscribers are told by operators of its probable duration. This article ummari es the 
methods used for giving the information to the operators, and describes a machine recently introduced for the purpose. 

I niroductioii. 

W

HEN the trunk demand system was intro
duced means were provided to enable long

. distance telephone calls to be completed 
while the calling subscriber waits at the telephone. 
The success achieved by this method 0£ working has 
been a notable accomplishment in the history of 
telecommunications. At the same time the extent 
to which a no-delay service can be maintained at all 
hours depends on the number of circuits which are 
available, and although the circuit provision has 
increased considerably in recent years to meet the 
increasing volume of trunk traffic, a suspension of 
demand working is ine\"itable at times when the 
carrying capacity of the circuits is inadequate for 
the immediate disposal of the demands received. 
Thus a proportion of the calls have to be dealt with 
on a delay basis and consequently delay working has 
to be regarded as an integral part of the system ; 
the extent of its actual part may be judged from the 
fact that prior to the war (June, 1939) about 0 per 
cent. of the total trunk calls were completed on 
demand. Of the remaining 20 per cent., some were 
unsuccessful due to reasons outside Post Office 
control, e.g. "no reply" or "subscriber engaged." 
From this it will be concluded that in normal times 
the average duration o[ delays incurred is not great. 
pelay working is o[ course proportionally less on 
inland than on overseas services because of the less 
liberal provision of circuits and of the special operating 
procedure on the latter circuits ; and where a radio 
link is involved, the unsuitability of the transmission 
quality of the radio channel for commercial speech 
at certain times is an additional adverse factor. 

When delay working is resorted to, particulars of 
<'ach �all a�e recorded on a ti�ket, and the calling 
subscriber 1s released after bemg told that he will 
probably be connected within (e.g.) one hour. The 
ticket circulates to an operator controlling the route 
who eventually completes the connection in its order 
of booking. Arrangements are made to indicate to 
the operating staff when demand service is withdrawn 
from a route and also to enable operators to ascertain 
the probable period of delay so that the information 
can be furnished to the subscriber when the call is 
booked. The arrangements by which this is done 
are described in the following paragraphs. 

Route Delay I ndicalors 

An indication that delay working is being exerci ed 
on a route to a particular exchange is given by one 
of the following methods. At some trunk centres 
yellow pegs are inserted into the multiple jacks o[ the 
first circuit in the trunk group, denoting that no 
endeavour should be made by the demand operators 
to complete calls to that exchange either via the 
primary route or an alternative route. At other 
centres a lamp signal (red) or switchboard indicator 
is used. This signal is situated above the jack 
immediately preceding the first circuit in the group. 

B 

c 

FIG. 1.-SWITCHBOARD FITTED WITH DELAY l:>DICATOR. 
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In the larger exchanges with sleeve control switch
boards this route-delay lamp is situated in the strip 
containing the free-line signals. The operation of the 
route-delay signals is controlled by route-delay keys 
(l per route) mounted on the cable turning section of 
the switchboard. 

Delay Period Indicators 
A simple device used to supply operators with the 

duration of delays consists of a delay posting board 
suspended in a prominent position in the switchroom, 
on which the codes of the distant exchanges arc 
displayed. When a delay is " posted" a tablet 
inscribed with the number of minutes delay is affixed 
to the board at the side of the code to which it refers ; 
as the duration of delay rises or falls, so the tablet is 
changed accordingly. 

A later practice, more appropriate for the larger 
trunk exchanges where the configuration of the 
switchroom would necessitate many delay posting 
boards, takes the form of an electrical indicator 
provided on each position of the switchboard, shown 
in Fig. 1. 

For this purpose the spare jack associated with the 
route-delay lamp (A) is brought into use, together 
with the provision of a delay plug (B) wired to 2 (or 3) 
delay indicating lamps (C) on the position. The 
insertion of the delay plug into the delay jack causes 
one or more of the lights to glow denoting certain 
periods of delay. For example: 

White lamp to denote 30 mins. delay 
Green lamp to denote 45 mins. delay 
Red lamp to denote 60 mins. delay 
White and red lamps 

together to denote 90 mins. delay. 
White, green, and red lamps together to denote 

indefinite delay 
The discrimination as to which 

particular lamps (white, green, or 
red) are required to function is 
controlled by plunger keys which are 
accommodated with the route-delay 
keys on the delay indicator control 
panel at the end or angle section 
of the switchbocnd. One set of keys 
is fitted for each route. When a key 
is depressed it connects earth to 
the respective lamp wire, at the 
same time switching-on the corres
ponding lamp on the master control 
panel. The display on the master 
control panel thus presents a com
plete picture of the state of the 
routes at all times. 

Limitation of Visual Delay-Period Indicator. 
The special circumstances which have arisen in the 

past three years have aggravated the position as far 
as Jong-distance communications are concerned and 
ha\'e tended to result in heavier delays on public 
traffic. The chief reasons for this arc the depletion 
of circuits owing to their appropriation for other 
services, and occasional unavoidable breakdowns of 
the routes. In these circumstances it is necessary to 
exercise a greater measure of control, especially to 
ensure the prompt treatment of essential calls in 
emergencies : and with delays of longer duration, the 

cope of the delay-indicating lamps is insufficient, 
because of the small range of periods which they 
indicate. This results in a corresponding increase in 
the number of references to the delay-enquiry position , 
and in a centre ,,.;th scores of trunk and toll route , 

everal operators would be required solely for quoting 
delays and similar advice. With the need for con
serving operators and also switchboard equipment for 
more appropriate uses it was obviously de irable to 
find a less costly alternative in the form of a mechanical 
contrivance which would give greater facilities than 
the " delay-indicators." A scheme was therefore 
devised whereby electrically recorded announcements 
can be broadcast over the witchboard multiple wiring 
from a delay quotation machine and reproduced to 
the operator when she inserts a plug into the route
delay jack. 

uch a machine has been constructed by Post 
Office engineers to propagate ten different announce
ments comprising convenient arbitrary periods of 
delay, e.g. " t hour," " I hour," " 2 hours," etc., 
and other appropriate terms of advice such as 
" Limit " (meaning that connections should be 
restricted to certain classes of traffic). 

When particularly heavy delays 
occur and information is required 
concerning the actual delay periods 
which cannot be indicated directly 
on the lamps or when supplementary 
advice is needed as, for example, the 
treatment of important calls, the 
particulars are obtained verbally 
over connections to an enquiry 
operator's position. Pie. 2.-AssJrnBLY OF :\fACHINE (FRONT ANO REAR \/JEWS) 
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DESCRIPTION OF Jl.lACHlNE 

The essentials of the machine are a rotating glass 
disc on which the ten announcements are photo
graphically recorded on ten concentric tracks'; an 
" exciter " lamp ; a slit which defines the area of the 
sound-track being scanned at any moment ; and ten 
photo-electric cells, which produce audio-frequency 
currents corresponding to the variations in the light 
received by them. each followed by a two-stage 
amplifier. 

Fig. 2 shows the assembled machine, which is a 
unit suitable for mounting on exchange-type racks of 
either 2 ft. 6! in. or 2 ft. 9 in. width. As the permissible 
projection in front of and behind the rack varies in 
the two cases, and the machine requires the maximum 
permissible front-to-back space (14 in.) but does not 
fill the width of the rack, it is constructed on a sub
frame 10 in. in width (thereby allowing the use of 
standard panels and covers) and is fixed to the rack 
by four bolts. Different fixing brackets have been 
designed for the two types of rack, and no other 
alteration in the machine is necessary. Part of the 
spare space at the side of the rack is used for the main 
switch and fuse-box and for tag-blocks for distribution 
wiring where necessary. 

The Glass Disc Record. 
The glass disc is 12 inches in diameter and about 

t in. thick. It carries 10 " variable-area " sound
tracks, each of the standard width (0·080 in.), spaced 
at approximately 0·120 in. centres. The recording on 
the disc was carried out in a special camera which was 
originally used for the speaking clock recordings. 

If such a record were made directly from speech, 
there would be difficulty in speaking each phrase 
during the period for which the camera shutter would 
be open (l ·2 seconds) and there would be a probability 
that the intonation of the voice in some of the recorded 
announcements would be slightly faulty. Initial 
recordings on sound-film were therefore made, and the 
most pleasant and distinct of the announcements were 
selected from this film for re-recording on the disc. 
The re-recording technique used has been developed 
recently with the object of reducing the background 
noise. 

The disc so made is a negative, having the sound
tracks black on a clear plate. From it contact prints 
are made, and these are the discs fitted to the 
machines. Fig. 3 is an enlargement of part of a disc. 
A thin cover-glass is fitted to protect the emulsion 
during dusting, although the design of the machine is 
such that there is little opportunity for dust to reach 
the disc. 

The Optical System. 
Ordinary sound-film reproduction practice would 

require the use of 10 exciter lamps and optical systems 
for scanning the 10 tracks. This would give an 
inconvenient mechanical layout, as the lamps and 
optical systems, which are about 1 in. in diameter, 
could not pe arranged in a single line along the 
radius of the disc. It would also be uneconomical in 
running, as each exciter lamp would need 30 watts 01 

F1G. 3.-PART m· Disc (ENLARGED). 

more. These difficulties arc overcome by so arranging 
the optical system that a single lamp illuminates all 
the ten tracks. An image of the illuminated patch of 
the disc is then produced on a slit by a projection lens ; 
this image is sufficiently magnified to allow room for 
the 10 photo-cells side by side behind the slit. The 
layout is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 4. 

So that the slit can be easily accessible, it has been 
arranged at a distance of 5 in. in front of the photo
cells; and additional lenses are used to prevent 
spreading of the light from each beam on to adjacent 
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cells. The result is to pro.duce on the photo-cell a 
small patch of light (actually a diminished image of 
the projection lens), the intensity of which varies 
according to the modulation on the sound-track but 
the position and shape of which remain constant. This 
arrangement has the advantage that no distortion 
can result from variation of sensitivity from one point 
to another of the photo-cell. 

The efficient production of a brightly illuminated 
patch on the disc about It in. in length, of which a 
width of less than 0·002 in. is useful, requires the use 
of one or more cylindrical lenses. By the use of two 
c\"lindrical lenses whose axes are at right angles an 
irnagc of suitable shape can, however, be produced, 
which is magnified in one direction and diminished in 
the other. The improvement in illumination which 
can thus be obtained is limited chiefly by the 
imperfections of commercial lenses and the mechanical 
difficulties of accommodating them. The compromise 
adoptc<l in this machine consists of two spherical 
lenses (Fig. 5) which would produce an image of the 
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lamp slightly be\·ond the projection lens, together 
wjth a .short-focus cylindrical lrns which brings the 
light to a focus, in one plane only·, at the disc. 

The exciter lamp is a 7;) \\" lamp in a cylindrical 
l>ulb only 'J(i mm. in diameter. It is nm with its cap 
downward so that blackening due to evaporation of 
till' lilamrnt will occur in the top of the bulb and not 
on the part of the glass through which the useful 
light passes. As limitations of space require that the 
light should \)(' projected wrtically , a plane mirror 
is also included in the s\·stern. 

The projector lens is of a type intended for :l5 mm. 
film projection, of aperture /;2 -;), The otliers arc 
simple imco1Tt·cted lenses costing a few shillings each. 

The Amplifier !Jcsig11. 
The use of A.C. mains greatly simplifies the amplifier 

design. Since adequate working voltages for the 
nl\"es arc available, the amplifyirtg stage can be 
resistance-coupled, and in the output stage a single 
small valve provides sufficient power (see Fig. 6). 

The use of a 250 \' H.T. supply saves two valves per 
amplificr-i.e. 24 per machine, including spare 
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amplifiers-compared with the requirements using a 
100 V supply such as might be obtained from exchange 
batteries. 

The required output power was estimated by 
considering the maximum numbl'r of operators who 
ma\' listen simultaneously to one announcement. This 
has been taken arbitraril\· as 100-probably a 
generous figure in view of the short time for which 
any one operator is likely to listen. The level required 
was chosen after representative trunk operators had 
listened to a sample recording ; they selected maximum 
and minimum levels which were equivalent, at the 
peaks of the speech, to 0·3 and 0·05 V R..M.S. 
respectively, measured at the terminals of a single 
headgear receiver (Receiver Headgear No. IOA). 

The level at the receiver of an operator's set is, at 
most frequencies, () db. below the level at the switch
board, which should therefore be between O·Ci and 
O· l V R.:\l.S. As the impedance of the set is of the 
ord('r of 400 n, the maximum power which the 
amplifier need delinT to the switchboard is 
100 < (O·{i)21400, approximate!\' O·l W. To allow for 
losst·s in transformers and cabling, this figure should 
be somewhat increased. It suggests the use of a small 
power \'alw ; the VT 181 was selected. This valve 
has a \water consumption of only It\\', and givl'S 
o-;� \\"output with an anode current of 15 mA, which 
is sufficil'ntl�· below the maximum rating to allow 
long life of the \'alve. This economical p('rformance is 
of some importance since there ma\· be IO of tht·sc· 
amplifiers running simultaneous!\· .  

Thl' small pcntodl' \'alw (\'T 14!1), standardised by 
till' Post Office, is used in the first stage of the 
amplifier. This \'al\'e is anomalous in having a 4 \' 
heater although octal-based, and pro\'ision is made in 
the power unit for changing the LT. supply to this 
stage to li·:l V in the c\'ent of the \'T 14!J becoming 
unobtainable. The photo-cell is a standard Chram 
C\IG 2;), as used in sound-film apparatus. 

The large tolerance permitted in the output levd 
makes unnecessary the pro\'ision of a normal type of 
gain control. Instead, arrangements arc made for 
supplying the photo-cell with one of three polarising 
\'oltages (approximately ;iO, 75, and JOO respectively) ; 
tlw higher \'oltages increase the output level by about 
;) and 10 db. respectively. The output of all the 

1 amplifiers together can be controlled by adjusting the 
voltage of the exciter lamp supply, and this is done 
when the machine is set up initially. 

The output impedance of the amplifiers should be 
very low to maintain constant voltage in spite of load 
variations and to pre\'ent intercommunication between 



operators (or subscribers) who arc listening to the 
same announcement. This could be achieved by 
placing a permanent load across the amplifier output, 
but this method is wasteful of power. Instead, 
negative feed-back has been used to give the effect 
of a low impedance source. The cathode of the first 
valve is connected to a potentiometer which supplies 
to it a constant fraction of the alternating voltage at 
the anode of the output valve. 

The output transformers of the amplifiers are of 
3 : 1 ratio, and the Lull load condition corresponds to 
a 600 O impedance on the secondary side of these 
transformers. Another set of transformers, of ratio 
12 : 1, is provided at the control panel to step down 
to the 4 n load. As the constant-voltage condition is 
obtained at the primary of the amplifier transformer, 
the resistance of the wiring and the copper losses of 
the transformer result in bad regulation and the 
possibility of intercommunication. This is the reason 
for the 600 n distribution, which keeps the 4 0. 

portion of the circuit as short as possible. The 
transformer windings are of low resistance, a condition 
easily obtainable by sacrifice of bass response. As 
the bass response is so severely cut by the operator's 
set (e.g., 8 db. at 500 c/s) that equalisation is 
impracticable, transformer losses of the order of 4 db. 
at 500 c/s can be tolerated. Speech heard under these 
conditions is perfectly clear and distinct, although the 
character of the voice is changed to some extent. 

The amplifiers arc mounted as jacked-in items on 
the amplifier panel. This method not only enables a 
rapid change to be made in the event of an amplifier 
fault, but it also facilitates the testing arrangements. 
On the other hand. the existence of high tension 
connections on the contacts required. a specially 
designed plug and socket to ensure safety and 
reliability. These had lo be different from similar items 
used for 50 V exchange apparatus in order to avoid 
confusion, and to disconnect all H.T. supplies 
from the amplifier when it is removed from its position. 
Flexible cables arc obviously undesirable. 

The wiring from the sockets is run in two separate 
cable-forms, one containing the H.T. wiring only. 
This reduces the chance of accidental contact between 
the H.T. and the speech circuits. As a further 
precaution the centre tap on the primary of the 600 n 

to 4 O. transformer is connected to earth ; it is there
fore impossible for H.T. voltages to reach the switch
board multiple unless there arc more than two 
simultaneous faults. 

Amplifier Testing. 

A test position is provided on the amplifier panel 
into which an amplifier can be placed to check its 
performance. Test results are indicated on a meter 
fitted on the test panel ; and two 12-point rotary 
switches apply the appropriate connections for the 
series of tests which include measurement of anode 
and screen currents and power output. For the last 
named purpose a constant input is obtained from the 
ripple of an under-run 6 W lamp supplied with 
alternating current. 

The meter is also used for checking the voltage of 
each of the supplies from the power unit, and also the 
speech output from each of the ten amplifiers in the 

working positions. A jack is also provided on the 
test panel where a receiver may be used to listen to 
the various announcements. 

Power Unit and Switching. 
Power supplies are taken from A.C. mains. This is 

permissible since the machines will be installed only 
at exchanges where alternative mains supplies already 
exist ; and in any case temporary failure of the 
machine, although inconvenient, would not disable 
the exchange. For this reason no stand-by machine 
is provided ; the provision of spare amplifier units for 
jacking-in is regarded as sufficient. 

Since A.C. is available, an induction motor is used 
for driving the disc. This is very desirable, as with 
a D.C. motor there would be serious risk of audio
frequency interference from the commutator. The 
motor has a built-in gearbox giving an output speed 
of 55 r.p.m. It is rubber-mounted, and drives the disc 
through a rubber V-belt. The vibration resulting is 
extremely small, and has no ill-effects on the optical 
system. The disc itself acts as a flywheel, giving 
sufficient constancy of speed. It revolves at 50 r.p.m., 
thus producing 50 announcements per minute. 

The power unit is, in most respects, of conventional 
design. It uses selenium rectifiers and a choke input 
smoothing filter, in the interests of good regulation. 
The ttansformers, chokes, and condensers are all 
generously designed and unlikely to give trouble. It 
provides up to 200 mA at 250 V; small currents at 
each of the three photo-cell polarising voltages ; the 
valve heater supplies; and the exciter lamp supply. 
All wiring, except that to the motor and to the lamp, 
is confined to a single panel which carries the power 
unit, the testing circuits, and the amplifier sockets. It 
would therefore be easy to dismantle the machine 
for overhaul, although no necessity for doing so 
can at present be foreseen. 

In addition to the main switch (Box E.L. No. 0) 
external to the machine, there arc switches for con
trolling the amplifiers in two groups of five, thus 

FrG. 7.-�[ASTER CONTROL PANEL FOR DISTRIBUTION 
OF ANNOUNCEMENTS. 
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econom1smg in valve lik at times when only a few 
of the announcements are n·quired. 

Distribution of A 111io1111ce111e11ts. 

The announcements are distributed to the "routl'
delay " jacks via rotary type switches situated on the 
master control panel (Fig. 7), each route having its 
own switch. Yaxley 3-lewl switches are employed, 
with 12 contacts per level-a type alreadv in com
mercial use and which can accommodate the maximum 
number of announcenwnts likd\' to be required. 

When the accumulation of waiting calls is sufficient 
to warrant dday working on a route the approximate 
duration of the delay is obtained from an Abac 
calculator, and the switch-arm (Fig. 8) is then movf'd 

�HR 
Sl'RIPS � 

Actually only a proportion of the regular outlets 
need to be extended to the delay-announcement 
because the holding time of such a connection would 
be less than a normal call. Those not extended arc 
"busied." 

\Vhen the originating operator hears the dt'lay 
announcement the conm·ction is cleared down, and 
if it is desired to proceed with the call a connection 
is set up via another level of the selector to a record 
operator who obtains particulars of the call for latt'r 
completion bv the " trunk-controlling " opnator. 

Concl11sio11. 
The mechanical announcer is a further addition to 

the operating aids which have contributed to 
the success of the long-distance tele
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to the corresponding position round the arc. This 
action lights tlw route-delay lamps on the switchboard 
to signify that delay working is in force, and at the 
same time connects the appropriate announcement 
to the delay jack so that the operators can hear the 
announcement by plugging into the route-delay jack 
with an ordinary connecting cord and operating the 
listening (speak) kc>" 

It will be noted that lamp signals 
have not been provided on the con-
trol panel because the state of the 
routes can be readily observed by 
the position of the control-switch 
pointers. 

Application to Automatic System. 

�Iany of the novd features of 
the n1achine were suggested by Dr. 
E. A. Speight, under whose supcr
\'1s1on tlw experimental work was 
carried out, and b>· �Ir. R. J. Jury. 

Acknowledgments arc also due to 
thl' S.T. & C. Co., to whom the 
authors arc indl'l>tl'li for the photo
graph of t lw control panel. 
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Another useful application of the 
verbal scheme is at automatic 
switching centres where access to the 
outgoing routes is obtained via 
selector levels. The "route-control" 
switch is then arranged to disconnect 
the outgoing hne circuits from the 
selector level and connect the outlets 
to a delay announcement machine, 
leaving the trunk-controlling operator 
w i t h  exc l u s i v e  a c c e s s  t o  t h e  
route. The arrangement is shown 
schematically in Fig. 9. FIG. 9.-DELAY ANr-<OUXCER FOR At:TO�IATIC SYSTEM. 
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The Application of Carrier Systems 
to Submarine Cables-Part I R. J. HALSEY, s.sc. (Eng.). A.c.G.1. 0.1.c. 

U.D.C. 621.395.443 
In 1938 the problem of providing the maximum number of carrier circuits on the Anglo-Dutch coaxial submarine cables 
was investigated, and a scheme was prepared for the installation of these circuits using IO-watt transmitting amplifiers 
and compandors. When the installation was partly completed, war broke out, and the scheme was abandoned. Subsequently, 
schemes have been prepared for other similar submarine cables, sometimes with land cable sections. This article analyses the 
problem in a general way ; it will be completed in the January 1943 issue with some experimental data on cables and equipment 

Introduction. on the Belfast-Stranraer route a l +:l circuit carrier 

O
X long submarine cable links the relative cost 
of terminal equipment and cable makes it 
desirable to proviclP as many circuits as 

possible on each cable pair. Since the laying of the 
Anglo-Dutch coaxial cables in June, 19371, important 
submarine cables laid in British waters have been of 
this type2. Being of coaxial construction, with the 
outer conductor nominal)\· at earth potential, the 
cables are unsuitable for use over land at low fre
quencies owing to noist· considerations. Two t\·pes 
of low-loss balanced-pair e<tbk have therefore been 
used for land sections. These arc sometimes inter
posed between the terminal equipment and thL· 
submarine sections, owing to the difficultv of selecting 
landing sites which an• also suitable ·for repeater 
stations. 

The problem of providing the maximum number of 
circuits on the Anglo-Dutch route was considered 

4 

system is worked duplex on each cable. 
Cable Types 

The coaxial submarine cable, with which the present 
article is primarily concerned, consists of a central 
conductor 508 lbs./naut., 0·168 in. diameter, with 
paragutta insulation 690 lbs./naut. to O·li20 in. 
diameter. The cable is armoured, and the shore ends 
arc protected with lead sheaths. An attenuation 
curve for this type of cable is given in Fig. 1 and this 
is used for all computations made. The characteristic 
impedance at carrier frequencies is about fiOU. 

The balanced-pair cable most commonly used is 
manufactured bv :\Icssrs. Siemens Bros. It has 
self-locating conductors and a characteristic im
pedance of about l\l;) n at carrier frequencies. Its 
attenuation is also given in Fig. 1. An alternative 
t:qJe uf cable manufactured by Standard 
Telephones and Cables, Ltd., has cotopa insulation 

I I 
SUBMARIN� CABLE 
(db/NAUT .1-....._ I 
I 111 I--..._ 
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during I !l:JR, and a scheme was prepared 
for thl' installation of circuits, using 10 \\' 
transmitting amplifiers and compandors. 
With this installation on)�; part!�.- com
pleted, the war startl'd, and the scheme 
was abandoned. 

The present article discusses the problem 
in a general way and visualises conditions 
which are more stringent than any .w·t 
met in practice. Limiting conditions are 
explored for the frequency range up to 
500 kc's, which is a convenient though 
somewhat arbitrary limit. Field experience 
is not always available to cover the 
problems dealt with since it has not been 
possible, under wartime conditions, to 
make exhaustive measurements on the 
existing cables. 

CURVE (D COAXIAL PARAGUTTA CABLE (ANGLO-DUTCH TYPE) 
1- CURVE@ SIEMENS H.F. BALANCED PAIR CABLE / 

rl � 
I/ 

The cable schemes considered fall into 
two main categories : 

z 
0 �2 
=> 
z 
w 
...... 

� I 

(I) Two-cable schemes in which separate cables arc 
l'mployed for the two directions of transmission. 

(2) Single-cable schemes in which the go and return 
channels are provided in different frequency 
bands. 

The two-cable schemes arc simpler in conception, 
but since in these schemes it is usual to provide 
directional filters to enable circuits to be set up on a 
single cable if the other cable is faulty, the single-cable 
arrangement must nearly always be considered. 

In each of the above arrangements the terminal 
equipment is usually complicated by the inclusion of a 
low-frequency duplex carrier system. For example, 
1 P.O.E.E.]., Vol. 30, p. 22� 
s P.O.E.E.]., Vol. 31, p. 23, an<! \'ol. 32, p. 118. 
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which somewhat increases the attenuation and reduces 
the characteristic impedance to about 1 fiO n. 

Cha1111el and &roup Equipment. 
The schemes so far installed employ channel 

equipment of Carrier Systems �os. ;) and Ii, having 
channels with inverted sidebands in the frequency 
range 12-60 kc/s, but with Carrier System �o. 7 now 
in production the channel equipment of this system 
would be used on new schemes, i.e. the primary group 
would be in the frequency range 60-108 kc/s with 
inverted sidebands. 

Suitable equipment is available for translating 
either 12-60 kc/s or 60-108 kc/s primary groups, to 
occupy other frequency bands in the range 12-500 
kc/s or higher. It may, however, be noted in this 
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connection that, owing to the greater separation 
between group sidebands, the group filters for a 60-
108 kc.'s primary group arc much simpler than for a 
12-60 kc,'s primary group. Indeed, for groups higher 
than about 500 kc/s, the use of 12-60 kc/s primary 
groups may hardly be practicable without the use of 
super-groups. 

When primary groups 60-108 kc,'s arc to be used, 
these can readilv be assembled into a standard 
coaxial cable super-group in the range 312-552 kc/s, 
which may in turn lw translated to the frequency 
band below 312 kc/ s. Where the number of groups 
involved approaches or exceeds five, this is the most 
economical method ; indeed, the group filtration 
difficulties at the lower frequencies are such that this 
could be readily accepted as a standard technique 
for all groups in excess of one or two. 

A 3-stage line amplifier dewloped by the Post 
Office is suitable for thl' frequency range 12-500 kc/s 
and this range therefore forms a con\'enient basis for 
the present study. 

LnnTI:\G CABLE ATTE:\L'ATIO:\ 

The maximum cable attenuation over which 
circuits may be operated may be fixed by 

(a) resistance noise, considered in relation to the 
improvement which can be effected by volumc
rangc compressors and expanders (compandors)3 
and the maximum practical transmission level ; 

(b) crosstalk from other submarine cables which 
land at the same point ; 

(c) in two-cable schemes, the degradation of 
circuit stability on account of near-end cross
talk between cabks. While this can be coun
tered by the use of stabilised repeaters, the 
fundamental disadvantages of these units arc 
such that their use in this connection has not 
vet received serious attention ; 

(d) t'xtraneous noise, particularly from radio 
circuits. This is most serious where a balanced
pair land cable is employed between the cable 
hut and the terminal repeater stations. 

Pamissible Minimum Level Co11ditio11s. 

The psophometric value of the noise due to thermal 
agitation, measured over a frequency band com�s
ponding to speech, is about 139·5 db. below 1 mW. 
�Ieasurements on a :J-stagc line amplifier show that 
the total (psophometric) noise due to thermal agitation 
and valve noise corresponds to 139 db. below l m\V. 
Valve noise is equal to that caused by a grid resistance 
of about 1,200 n and degrades the total noise by 
about O·;i db. For planning purposes it is therefore 
assumed that the effective noise level at the input of 
the first receiving amplifier, due to thermal and valve 
noise, is - l 39 db. on each speech channel. �kasure
ments on existing submarine cables show that with 
the exception of crosstalk from other submarine 
cables terminating at the same station, no interference 
comparable with resistance noise is detectable across 
the cable pair. �oise voltages do, however, exist 
between the outer cable conductor and the station 
earth ; these are considered later. 

1 P.O.E.Ej., Vol. 32, p. 3:!. 
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For international cable circuits the C.C.I.F has 
recommended' that the circuit noise should not 
exceed 2 mV psophometric E.M.F. measured at the 
end of the cable. With a terminal repeater giving a 
gain of l ·O neper, which is envisaged by the C.C.I.F., 
this is equivalent to 5 mV psophomctric E.:\l.F. 
measured at the switchboard and has been assumed 
to be that value of the noise giving rise to 5 per cent. 
reduction in syllabic articulation. The circuit im
pedance at the switchboard is 600 n, and since 
international circuits have a nominal equivalent of 
0·8 nepcr the equivalent noise is 42·9 db. below 1 mW 
at a point of zero relative level. If it is assumed 
that this noise is due to a single contribution of 
thermal and valve noise, the loW('St level to which a 
signal may fall is 96 · l cl b. below 1 m \V. 

The British Post Office has set a higher standard 
than the above for its carrier links ; this is to some 
extent necessarv since several such links may be 
included in an international circuit, and other sotirct·s 
of noise will be present. Specifications for 12-circuit 
carrier systems require that the total noise (including 
intermodulation) shall not exceed 2 m V psophomctric
E.M.F. at a point of zero relative level. This amounts 
to 57·8 db. below 1 mW, and the corresponding 
minimum signal level is -81 ·2 db. or 14·9 db. higher 
than the international requirement. Should the 
limiting transmission level be approached more than 
once, care must be taken to ensure that the R.'.\l.S. 
addition of the noise voltages does not rxcecd the 
above value. 

Thermal noise is readily improved by the use of 
compandors, and the best types of unit availablc5 
will give a 2 : 1 expansion law at all levels between 
0 and -30 db. (i.e. -60 db. after expansion) referred 
to 1 mW. If, therefore, the noise is to be - ;ii ·8 db. 
after expansion, the compandor will effect an improve
ment of 28·9 db., and a minimum receiving level of 
-110· l db. is permissible. On the othrr hand, if the 

C.C.I.F. limit of-42·9db. is acceptable, the compandor 
will give only 21 ·� db. improvement and permit of a 
minimum level of -11 i ·6 db. These improvements 
are somewhat offset by the lower transmitting le\'ds 
necessary if compandors are fitted. 

Since thermal noise will not be the only contribution 
to the circuit noise, a margin is necessary, and the 
optimum planning basis is to assume equal noise 
contributions from thermal agitation (and valve 
noise) and intermodulation noise, other sources of 
noise being negligible. The minimum permissible 
receiving levels will then be as follows :-

For Post Office noise limits 
(carrier circuits) 

For C.C.I.F. noise limits 

Transmitting Levels. 

-107·1 db. 
-l 14·6 db. 

The maximum permissible channel transmitting 
level will depend upon : 

(a) the power-handling capacity of the transmitting 
amplifier; 

(b) the quality of this amplifier below overload ; 
(c) the number of channels transmitted ; 

- --- ---- -�----- ---

.Oslo, 1938. Tome l ter. p. 48. 
' P.O.E.E.j., Vol. 33, p. 120. 



(d) the permissible noise level due to inter
modulation ; 

(e) the degree of voltage limitation employed on 
the channels ; 

(j) the amount of pre-equalisation employed ; 
(g) the proportion of channels fitted with 

compandors. 
Although it is not possible to determine a grncral 

economic maximum output for the transmitting 
amplifier, 1,000 W amplifiers ha\·e been considered, 
and it is doubtful if it is economical to exceed this. 
Such amplifiers require high-voltage power supplies 
and cannot be regarded as normal repeater station 
equipment. 

1 \V Tra11smitti11r. A mplifier.-Thc normal 12-
circ�it carrier s:-·stPms (12-60 kcis) employ amplifiers 
havmg a power output of about 1 \V, and the P.O. 
specification test requires that with two talkers at 
R.T.P.6 on any two channels, the psophomctric 
E.M.F. on any other channel (measured at a point of 
zero relative level) shall not exceed 2 mV. With the 
normal amplifiers it is possible to meet this specifica
tion with a maximum transmission level of + 12 db., 
provided that 

(a) the number of amplifiers in circuit is small ; 
(b) the transmission level is closely controlled ; 
(c) voltage limiters are fitted, restricting the peak 

channel amplitude to 8 db. above the peak 
value of a 1 m\V sine wave at a point of zero 
relative level ; 

(d) the quality of the amplifiers below overload is 
adequate; 

(e) the amount of pre-equalisation docs not exceed 
about 10 db. 

Referring to the specification test it will be seen 
that at a point of zero relative level, two talkers may 
together generate a peak voltage 14 db. abow that of 
a 1 mW sine wave, hence the theoretical maximum 
channel transmission level is 14 db. below the owr
load point of the amplifier. Since, however, l'\'ell 
negative feedback amplifiers arc not perfect, some 
margin is necessary, especially as, for the highest 
channel at least, half of the permissible noise has 
been allocated to thermal noise. 

'.\Iathematical treatment of the subject of amplifier 
overload shows that the earlier P.O. specification errs 
on, the side of scwrity. The subject has been treated 
in a variety of ways, but the results obtained by 
Holbr�ok and Dixon7 arc typical. Their load capacity 
curve 1s deduced on a basis of possible overload for 
1 per cent. of the time at the busy hour and assumes 
a mean talker volume of 16 db. below R.T.P. (stan
dard deviation 5·8 db.) with a voltage limiter on cach 
channel and no pre-equalisation. Interpreted in 
terms of 12-channcl groups, the curve shows that the 
requisite margin between tlw relative channel output 
level and the overload capacity of the amplifier is as 
shown in Table 1. The corresponding transmission 
levels for a 1 \V amplifier arc also given. 

•In the spt·citication for Carrier Svstem No. 7 the-t�st l�,:;_:-1 
is reduced to 4 db. below R.T.P.", but the earlier specifica
tion is assumed here since relevant data exist. 

7 B.S.T.j., Vol. XVIII, p. 624. 

This computation is based cntirelv on considt'ra
tions of overload and assumes the a·mplifier qualit:-· 
below O\'crload to be acl<'quate. It will be noted that, 

TABLE l. 

Ratio between Relative chan. 
::\o. of I:.>- overload and 

chan. groups relati\'e chan. kw!, I W 

level amplifi<'r 
----·· 

J{j db. t--14 db. 
2 17 + l:J 
3 17·;) +12·;) 
(j 18 +12 

10 l!) +I I 

even without pre-equalisation, the permissible trans
mission level is redi1c<'d b\· onh· 3 db. when the 
number of channels is incrciised from 12 to 120; if 
pre-equalisation is employed the corresponding 
reduction is slightly less. 

Accurate information relating to talker \'olumes in 
this countrv is restricted to measurements at Radio 
Terminal and London Trunk Exchange. At the latter 
station the mean talker volume is 19·6 db. below 
R.T.P., and the standard deviation is 4·2 db. This 
corresponds to a mean power levels of 17 ·6 db. below 
R.T.P. against 12·1 db. for the American measure
ments, and the transmission levels in Table 1 ma\· 
therefore be increased bv 5·5 db. 

· 

The effect of equipping a channel with a compandor 
is to raise the mean power level halfway to R.T.P. 
(i.e. on a db. scale) ; this amounts to incn"aSt'S of 
6·0 and 8·8 db. for the American and London Trunk 
Exchange levels rf'spectivcly. The increase in the 
effective loading of the amplifier will depend on the 
proportion of channds equipped with compandors 
and, if all channels arc not so equipped, on the 
amount of pre-equalisation. In the most se\·en' case 
-that (If a single-cable system in which all channels 
in one direction are equipped with compandors- -the 
permissible output levels will be reduced by half the 
difference betwcrn the mean power levd and R.T.P. 
For a single transmitted group the appropriate 
output lc\·el for a 1 \\' amplifier will therefore be 
+8 db. for the American data and + 10·7 db. for the 
London Trunk Exchange data. 

10 \V Tra11smitti11g Amplificr.--IO \\' transmitting 
amplifiers, operated from repeater station batteries 
(21 and I 30 V) have bcrn designed for submarine 
cable schemes, and these can be operated satisfac
torily at a maximum output lewl of -t-22 db. on the 
san:ic conditions as those stated for the l \V amplifiers. 
to meet the P.O. specification test. On the basis of 
the above data the maximum permissible output level 
will be as givrn in Table 2, which refers only to the 
conditions when all or none of the channels are 
equipped with compandors. 

The actual statistics of talker volumes arc known 
to var:-· considerably with the character of the local 

":\fean Power Level= \'0 t-O·ll5a2 where V0= :\>lean Talkn 
Volume and a standard deviation (all in clh.). 
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plant, and individual studies may be necessary if the 
best use is to be made of a particular system. 

)io. of 
12-chan. 
Groups 

:! 
:1 

ti 
10 

TABLE 2. 

Helati,·e Chan. Level (10 \\" . .\1nplificr) 

American Data London Trunk Data 

Cmnpandors, Compandors Compandors Compandors 

+24 db. IS db. . :!!l .;; db. ·- 20·i db. 
·;-2:! l i ·: :!S·;) ' 19·i 

22·;) lti-.i :!S + l\J·:! 
.. 22 Iii �-2j·;") UVi 
·' 21 l.i -·- 2H < > 17 ·i 

LI:\E EQC ALISATIO:\. 
On 12-circuit systems with 1 \Y line amplifiers it 

is usual to transmit on all channels at the same 
rclativt· levd and to effect the ncccssarv line 
equalisation at the receiving end of each repeater 
section. In systems involving a large number of 
channels and/or limiting attenuation conditions this 
may not be economical either from the point of view 
of the transmitting or receiving amplifiers. If both of 
these amplifil'rs wen· complctdy free from distortion 
below overload then the most economical arrange
ment would be to use a large degree of equalisation 
before or in the transmitting amplifier on those 
channels which do not require compandors. This 
would reduce the total amplifier loading and thereby 
enable rather higher transmitting levels to be used for 
the higher channels. In practice, however, this 
would mean that the range of levels at the output of 
the transmitting amplifier would be considerable, and, 
unless accompanied b:--· a suitable incrC'ase in feedback, 
this would give rise to excessive intermodulation 
interference in the low-lewl channels.9 Ideallv this 
arrangement would require that the amplifier should 
have a uniform gain without feedback and should 
include a suitable' equaliser in thC' feedback path ; 
such an amplifier is not available at present. 

On the other hand, it may not be permissible to 
include a line equaliser before the first receiving 
amplifier on account of the minimum loss of such a 
unit and the general rC'duction in level which would 
be rntailed. 

The various solutions of this problem which have 
been adopted are all compromises. As amplifier 
techniqur has bren improvrd, the methods approach 
the ideal, but there is still room for further 
dC'velopment. 

Pre-t:q ualisers. 
The theoretical advantages of pre-equalisation (or 

pre-emphasis) are two-fold. Firstly, it is possible to 
increase slightly the maximum output level from the 
transmitting amplifier and, secondly, it reduces the 
range of levels which must be handled by the first 
receiving amplifier. The design of transmitting 

• ln an amplifier with uniform loading the modulation 
products are distributed fairly evenly between the channels. 
See, for example, Elect. Comm., Vol. XIX, p. 29. 
O•) ..,, _ 

amplifiers at present limits the amount of pn'
equalisation which can be employed with a single 
group to about 10 db. ; for multi-group systems 15 
or 20 db. may be a necessary compromise if the 
receiving conditions arc severe. Since transmitting 
amplifiers are necessarily loaded to their maximum 
capacity, a wide range of output levels will cause 
excessive intermodulation interfen'ncc unless the 
feedback at low frequencies is increased to an extent 
which is not yet practicable. 

\\'ith suitable advances in amplifier design greater 
pre-equalisation becomes possible ; at the same time 
it tends to become unnecessary since the receiving 
amplifier can handle the wider range of received levels. 

Receiving Equalisers. 
Since limiting attenuation conditions an· under 

consideration, it is desirable to avoid the use of an 
equaliser between the line and the tirst receiving 
amplifier, but this is not possible unless special 
amplifiers, equalised in the feedback circuit, are 
availabil'. If no equaliser precedes, or is incorporated 
in, the fredback circuit of the first receiving amplifier, 
this must handle a very wide range of levds, and acute 
intermodulation problems arijc. 
Two-cable Sclzcmcs.-Table :l shows the approximate 
amount of equalisation necessary for various numbers 
of transmitted groups, the lowest frequency being 
12 kc.s. The cable is assumed to be rntirclv sub
mari1�e cable, and the attenuation at the i1ight'st 
frequency is taken as I :m db., i.e. about the highest 
permissible with a 10 \\' transmitting amplifier. 

TABLE 3. 

);o. of Freq. Cable '1 Total ,\ssunw<l I ltcc. 
� :!-Ch. Han

.
�e 1.en�th Eqn. l're-Eqn. 

. 
Eqn. 

(,roups kc,s n.m. <lb. <lb. I db. 
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This shows the equalisation problem in its most 
acute form, since the level difference in the first 
receiving amplifier may be as much as !l4 db., i.e. 
12 kc/s will be received at a level of -13 db. and the 
highest frequency at -107 db. To use a standard 
65 db. amplifier without an equaliser is obviously 
impossible, and there are two alternative arrange
ments: 

(1) To use an equaliser before the first receiving 
amplifier. This is undesirable on account of the 
mimmum loss of such a unit ; moreover, unless 
the number of circuits for which compandors 
are•necessary is to be increased, this equaliser 
must have negligible attenuation over the 
frequency range where resistance noise is of 
importance, i.e. it must take the form of a high-



pass filter. Such an arrangement has been 
carefully inn�stigated, but the insertion loss of 
the high-pass filter near cut-off is extremely 
difficult to corrcct at a later stage. It is not an 
attractive solution to the problem. 

(2) To use a first receiving amplifier incorporating 
an equaliscr in the feedback path ; this is the 
ideal solution if a suitable amplifier can be 
made. Although it is quite impossible to obtain 
all the necessary equalisation in onc amplifier 
it has been found possible to obtain about 
:�5 or 40 db. of equalisation over a wide band 
such as occurs in the two-cable schemes. This 
cnables the output level of the low-levcl 
channels to he raised to a point where 
further contributions of resistance noise are 
unimportant, and a sccond similar amplifier 
will equalise the levels sufficiently to permit of 
the use of a normal line equaliser, or cvcn for 
direct connection to the group equipment. 

TABLE 4. 

Where limiting conditions do not obtain, and 
particularly where compandors arc not necessary, the 
use of a line equaliser before the first receiving 
amplifier is satisfactory. For the limiting conditions 
the use of equalised amplifiers as outlined above 
provides the best solution. To reduce the range of 
levels somewhat in the wide-band system it is helpful 
to include a series condenser at either or each end of 
the line ; the levels at various points in a system 
planned to transmit 10 groups are given in Table 4. 
In this case the levels at the output of the second 
amplifier would be sufficientl:" uniform for conrwction 
to the group equipment. 

Single-Cable Schemes.-For single-cabk schemes 
the equalisation problem is not so severe, since less 
than half the total frequenc�· range is occupied by 
each transmitted band. Table i) shows the amount 
of equalisation required in the two directions of 
transmission on the same assumptions as for the two
cable systems. A frequency gap is allowed between the 

two directions of transmission 

'rcquency Output Cable I Hee. from I Input* Output Output 
k " '  I ' b 

equal to about 20 per cent. 
of the highest frequenc�· em
ployed in the lower band. 
This corresponds to the figure 
commonly used with coil and 
condenser filters and may be 
reduced as technique im
proves. It is not yet certain 
wht:'ther crystal filters arc 
ach·antagcmis, owing to the 
high transmitting lewis in
Yol n·d an<l the increased pass
band losses of resistance-com
pensated filters. 

c/s I rans .\mp 1 Attn. Ca le j 1 st :\mpr. !st :\rnpr. 2n<l Ampr. 
------ ------ ------ -------1 ------ ---- -- --- - --
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Ihroug-h a seri<•s condenser O·O:l•i 11F. g-idnp; 12 db. loss at 12 kc/s. 

No. of 
12-ch. 

:;roups 

2 

:! 

4 

12-liO 

12-108 

I 2-lii6 

12-204 

72- 120 81 

128-224 ;";4 
·188-3:12 43 

244 -43(i :rn·:> 

TABLE 5. 

4ii·:"j :!4 

:H :1s 
liO :is 
li4 3!l 

10 

12 

14 

Iii 

10 

10 
10 

10 

:i:;.;; 
42 

4ti 

48 

24 

28 

2S 

(To be co11cludcd i11 ilzc Ja1111ar_v. 1!143, issue.) 

It will be sem that the 
maximum level difference in 
the higher band is less than 30 
db., and this can be dealt with 
by the first receiving amplifier, 
without previous correction. 
In the lower band the receiving 
levels will always be high 
enough to permit the use of an 
equaliser before the first ampli
fier, even if a I \V transmitting 
amplifier is used for this band, 
as is tisual. 
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Part VIia-Non-Conductors; Insulation Resistance and Electric Strength 
Th� article

. 
outlines th� p�esen_t �tate

. 
of knowledge concerning the relationship between the structure of non-condu�tors and 

their electrical properties m umd1rechonal fields. A further part will discuss the properties of non-conductors in alternating 
fields. 

I 11trod11ctio11. 

U 
�TIL about the end of the last centur\' little 
was demanded of an electrical insi1lating 
material other than as low a conductivit\' as 

could practicably be attained and mechanical 
properties appropriate to its intended use. In recent 
years, however, electrical engineers have made ever
increasing demands for the development of various 
other properties to the maximum extent possible. 
Meanwhile scientists have made striking progress 
both in producing new materials and towards dis
covering the secret of the connection between the 
fundamental structure of insulating materials and 
their electrical and mechanical characteristics. The 
combined result of these and other factors is the 
bewildering variety of highly specialised insulating 
materials which now await the choice of the electrical 
designer. 

The chemical nature and the production of insula
ting materials of organic origin was discussed in 
Part IP of this series. The two parts of the present 
article will discuss the structure of insulating materials 
in relation to their properties when subjected respec
tively to unidirectional and to alternating electric 
fields. Incidentallv it will be shown how work on 
these lines has shed considerable light on many other 
problems, some of which, at first sight, appear to 
have little or no connection with electrical phenomena. 

Electrical Conductivity in Insulators. 

It has been established beyond all doubt that a 
flow of current through any substance always involn·s 
the movement of discrete electric charges along the 
direction of the electric field. Sometimes, as in the 
metals, the moving charges arc just electrons and the 
conductivitv is then termed electronic. In other 
substances: including gases, liquids and many solids 
the current is carried by ions, i.e. electrically charged 
atoms or groups of atoms, in motion. This type of 
conductivity is therefore termed ionic or electrolvtic. 

Previous· articles in this series (Parts V and �'Ia2) 
have shown how, for electronic conduction to occur 
two main conditions must be satisfied. First ther� 
must be a supplv of free valency electrons either from 
the atoms of tl)e material itseif, if pure (e.g. in the 
metals), or from the atoms of some impurity as in 
the so-called " excess " semi-conductors. Second]\· 
the energies of these particular electrons must lie 
within, or only slightly below certain " allowed " but 
incompletel�· occupied bands of energy lewis. Then, 
when an electric field is applied, the free electrons will 
be accelerated, i.e. will be able to attain higher 

1 P.O.E.E.j., Vol. 33, p. 127. 
21'.0.J:-.J:'.j., Vol. :l4, p. i:.! and I i!I. 
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energies, and, in moving along tlw direction of tlw 
field, will constitute a flow of current. (The some
what more elaborate mechanism of conduction in the 
" defect "semi-conductors was discussed in Part Via). 

In ioriic conduction the mechanism of the transport 
of electric charge is much the same, and the chief 
differences between the two modes of conduction lie 
in the nature of the actual charge-carriers-the 
ions-and the means by which these arc produced. 
All substances consist of molecules and, with the 
principal exceptions of the inert gases (helium, argon, 
etc.) which are mono-molecular, these molecules, 
at ordinar�· temperatures, consist of two or more 
atoms. The interchange or sharing of valenc�· 
electrons by which this is brought about was explained 
in Part 13 of this series, and is one of the reasons wh\', 

· except in the metals, there are no free electrons io 
take part in electronic conduction. 

Since, normally, molecules are elrctricallv neutral, 
ionic conductivity must be visualised as a 'two-stage 
process ; first the conversion of molecules into ions 
and then the mow•ment of the ions. Probably the 
easiest mode of ionisation to visualise is that which 
occurs when a stream of clectronS', such as those 
emitted from a heated filament, impinges on a collec
tion of neutral molecules. If the electrons are moving 
with low velocities the majority on striking a molecule 
will rebound Elastically, i.e. substantially without 
change of energy or velocity. At somewhat higher 
initial electron velocities the atom struck mav absorb 
a quantum of energy and the impinging electron will 
therefore rebound with reduced energy and velocity. 
(The energy absorbed by the atom will cause one of its 
electrons to move to a higher energy level, i.e. to a 
larger orbit. The atom will then be in an unstable 
-" excited "-condition, and at some subsequent 
time the elec�ron will return spontaneously to its 
normal orbit and energy level. In this stage the 
excess energy will be given up in the form of visible 
light or some other electromagnetic radiation.) Those 
few electrons which do not behave in either of these 
ways ma\· become attached, by electrostatic forces, 
to ·the at

.
oms which thev strike. These atoms then 

have negative charges,· i.e. have been transformed 
into negative ions. 

Except in special circumstances the degree of 
ionisation caused in this way is usually small. The 
most prolific ionisation is usually due to disruption of 
the atom or molecule. In the atom, unless nuclear 
disintegration occurs, the only possible form of dis
ruption is loss of one or more electrons leaving the 
atom as a positively charged ion. This can also occur 
with molecules, but the more usual course of events 

3 P.OE.J:.f, \'ol. 33, p. 55. 



is for the molecule to split into two (less frequently 
more) fragments which, most often though not 
invariably, arc single atoms. The products of this 
process arc not, however, neutral atoms. On the 
contrary, one atom retains not onlv those electrons 
to which it is entitled but also a sufficient number of 
extra electrons to complete its outer electron shell. 
This, therefore, will be a negatively charged ion. 
Conversely, the other atom (if there are only two 
fragments) will be left with less· than its normal 
complement of electrons and will be a positive ion. 

Ionisation of this kind can arise from manv 
different causes. In gmC'ral, any agency which can 
sufficiently increase the internal molecular energy can 
cause the molecule to break up into ions. This effect 
can therefore be produced, for example, b\· heat or b�; 
exposure to ultra-violet light, X-rays, gamma-ray·s or 
cosmic rays. Ionisation occurs most rcadilv, however, 
due to c;>llision with particles having l;igh kinetic 
energy, e.g. high-speed electrons or ,8-particles, ions 
moving rapidly under the influence of high voltage 
gradients or �-particles. 

Breakdown l'lzenomena. 

One of till' properties of a perfect insulator would, 
of course, be no conductivit\· whaten·r. This ideal is 
never attained in practice though, as will be seen later, 
close approximations to the ideal do exist. Hence, 
when a small electric field is applird to an insulator, 
a vcrv small current flows. If the field is increased so 
also is tlw current, more or kss in the same proportion 
at first. then less rapidh·. \\"ith some materials, 
particularh· gases, a pcriml of saturation (i.e. constant 
current) ensues. As the l'i <'ctric field is steadil\· 
increased furthL'r the current begins to rise agair1, 
with incn·asing rapiditv. and a stage is reached where 
the resistance of t lw insulator suddenlv falls to a low 
Yalue and t lw current increasL'S ( 'nc»nnous[\·. The 
current flows in the form of a spark or arc . and, in 
short, t lw insulator is JHlilctun·d or broken down. 
The critical el<'ctric stress -L·xpressed in nilts per cm. 
or \'olts 1wr mil. -at which this plwnomenon occurs 
is tl'rnwd till' dectric stn·ngth of the matLTial in 
q ucst ion. 

An entire[\· satisfactor\ explanation of the 
11wcl1anism oi' dectric breakdown, particularlv in 
"olid insulating matl'rials, has not so far been dL'\'iSL'cl. 
:-;e\'l·ral important rda t ionshi ps. t !word ica I and 
L'l!1Jlirical, have, hoW('\'l'r, lwen l'Stablishl'd. In tlw 
following Sl'ctions of this articlt· sonw of tiH'Sl' will be 
brief]\· considert'd in rdation to tlw ,·arinus classL'S of 
insul;�ting material. 

( ;ases 11s / 11.rnlators. 

SubstanCL'S which are gaseous at ordinan· tem
peraturl's and pressurl's ha n· mokcull's which ·consist 
of on!\· a small numlwr of atoms, and thl' mean 
separation between moh ·culcs is Vl'ry large compared 
with thl' molecular dianwter. From the t'nl'rgy 
standpoint molecular intl'raction is thcrdon· negligible 
and the electrons occup>· widely separate, discrete 
energy levels. Thus, l'\'t•n if gaseous substances had 
free electrons, there are no incompletely filled energy 
bands in which acceleration of electrons could take 

placl'. Electronic conduction, in thl' sL·nSL' in which 
the term is used to describl' metallic behaviour, is 
therefore absent. 

For manv vears, in fact. gases were believed to 
have no conductivity whatever. With increased 
rrfinement of rxperimental technique, howe,·er, it 
was shown that gases did conduct and that the 
conduction was ionic. Xevertheless, at ordinarv 
kmpcratures and pressures, oni>· a very small fraction 
of the total number of molecules present in a gas is 
ionised by any combination of the agencies previously 
mentioned, and even the ionic conductivity is very 
small indeed. Xormalh·, therefore, of all materials 
the common gases are the most nearh· perfect non
conductors known and approximate verv closch· to 
the theoretical ideal. It needs onlv a moment's 
reflection to appreciate how, probablv largely· un
conscious!>·, both power and communications engineers 
have exploited this \Try fortunatl' rlispl'nsation of 
nature. 

The most olwious drawback of gaseous insulators 
is the complete absence of mechanical strength. In 
conseqtH'ncP the usl' of some solid insulating material, 
though electrically inferior. is unavoidable for 
positioning the conductors. :\part from this it is 
oni>· at high voltages--as in pmn·r transmission lines, 
X-ray equipment, dc. -or at high ,·oltagl's combined 
with high frequencies of altl'rnation---as in radio 
transmitters-that am· other limitation of gaseous 
insulators bl'comes seriously apparent. This limita
tion is the liability to various tq)l's of discharge and 
brl'akdown. Even so there is the compensating 
ach-antage that the discharge Cl'ases if the voltage is 
sufficil'n th· rl'duced and the gas is, of course, sl'lf
Sl'alin1; anti cannot thl'refore be permanently· damaged. 

Though many points of dl'!ail regarding the 
mechanism of breakdown in gases await ducidation, 
sufficirnt is known to justify· a brid considl'ration of 
the subject. At thl' surface of till' earth it is 1·xtrenwl\' 
difficult, even under laboratrn'\' conditions. to 
l'!iminate all ionising agencie!' l'nti;·dv. In all gasL'S, 
thcrdorc, ions arc normall\· lll'ing c:ontinuall\· pro
dttccd. At till' sanw time ions disappl'ar chil'fh· hv 
re-combination of positin· and rwgatiYL' ions. and a 
stagL' of equilibrium is rl'ached at which till' ratL' of 
disappl'arann' equals till' rate of production. \\'lwn 
an dcctric tidd is applil'd to a gas some ions ;m· with
drawn to and dischargl'd on thl' eil'ctrodcs (becoming 
tlH'n ordinarily· unchargt·d atoms or mo!l'cuks). If. 
starting from a n·n· low \'ahH'. till' tidd is stL·adi[\· 
increased, till' ionic ·currl'nt will also increaSL', at first 
proportionatdy· to the tidd, and then il'ss rapid(\-. 
l "nder normal conditions at fields of about 20 -:lO \" 
per cm. thl' currL·nt ceases to incn·asc with the held, 
i.e. saturation has been reached and the tidd with
draws all thL' ions as fast as the\' arc prod11c0d. Over 
a Cl'rtain range further increases in the held increase 
thl' velocit\· of the ions wit'hout increasing their 
number. J3L·\·ond this range, howt'\'l'L a point is 
rl'achcd whcrl' further ions are produced by collision 
between the original ions, now moving with rdativdy· 
high velocities, and uncharged atoms or molecull's. 
The current through the gas again increases. If the 
appliL·<l field is great enough the new ions ma>· in turn 
acquire sufficient vdocitv to cause ionisation by-
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collision and the process will be cumulative. Ulti
mately what has been termed an " avalanche of 
ions

,
; will be generated, the current will incrC'ase 

rapidly to a high value and breakdown will occur. 
From this rough picture of the mechanism of break

down certain useful conclusions can be drawn. In the 
first place time is obviously necessary for the cumula
tiye action to take effect. This is confirmed in practice 
bv the fact that the electric strength of gases towards 
i�pulses of short duration is higlwr than towards 
sustained high voltages. Secondly, to minimise the 
risk of breakdown, the electric stresses should be as 
low and uniform as possible. All conductors should 
han· smooth contours and sharp edges or points 
must be avoided so as to prevent the occurrence of 
local, excessive electric stresses. 

Thirdly, for a given electric stress, any measures 
which r('duce the velocity of the ions will be bene
ficial. It can easilv be shown that the velocitv is 
directly proportion�il to the mean free path of. the 
ions (i.e. average distance between collisions) which 
in turn, for a given gas, is inversely proportional to 
the pressure. Where the design of the equipment 
permits, therefore, enclosure of the high-potential 
conductors in an atmosphere, preferably of a 
chemically inactive gas such as nitrogen or argon, at 
pressures above atmospheric, allows the safe applica
tion of much greater voltages than at. atmospheric. 
pn•ssure. This principle has been applied with success 
to the insulation of equipment such as large circuit 
breakers and high-voltage cables. Pressures of 10-20 
atmospheres have been usefully employed; at higher 
pressures secondary effects begin to be noticeable and 
the benefits obtain,•d are less than proportional to 
the pressure. 

Another way of reducing the ionic velocity is to 
increase the mass of the ions. Partly for this reason 
it has been found that the electric strength of certain 
gaseous carbon compounds containing atoms of 
heavy elements substituted for hydrogen atoms is 
considerably higher than that of air. An interesting 
example of this is Dichlorodifluoromethanc (C Cl2 F 2) 
or " Freon "-so called because it was originally 
developed for use as a refrigerant. This substance 
has an electric strength about three times that of air 
at the same temperature and pressure and has been 
quite widely used for preventing flashovers, particu
larly in the C'quipment of high-voltage testing 
laboratories. 

Liquid Insulating Materials. 

The molecules of the commoner liquids, though 
more complex than those of the simple gases, do not 
contain a great number of atoms and the inter
molecular distances are still comparatively large. 
Molecular interaction, though not negligible is still 
small, hence the energy bands are narrow, usually 
full and widely separated. The electronic conduc
tivity is therefore very small, except at high tempera
tures and for high voltage stresses, for all non-metallic 
liqui(.is. (Metallic liquids, having free electrons and 
unfilled energy bands, are comparatively good 
conductors). 

The ionic conductivity of liquids, however, varies 
enormously. The majority of those' pure, organic 

SU 

liquids which arc substantially insoluble in water are 
not appreciably ionised and their conductivity is 
therefore small. Included in this class of compounds 
are the hydrocarbons and their halogenated deriva
tives. Typical of the former are the transformer and 
switch oils (mainly dPrived from petroleum), whose 
good insulating properties arc wdl known. In recent 
years an increasing amount of attention has been 
paid to chlorinated hydrocarbons-particularly chlo
rinated diphenyls-which, from some points of view, 
are superior to the hydrocarbon oils, being stable up 
to higher temperatures and much less inflammable. 

Organic liquids which an· appreciabh· solubk in 
water, or in which water is appreciably soluble, 
include such compoumls as the simpler organic acids 
and bases, alcohols, esters and ketones. All of these, 
even when as pure as is commerciall�· practicable, are 
normally ionised to an appreciable extent. Though 
far from being good conductors, they are nevertheless 
poor insulators. 

\\'atcr is, of course, the commonest inorganic 
liquid. Even when quite pure it is very slightly 
ionised (into hydrogen and hydroxide ions), though 
the conductivity due to this cause is very low. 
\\'ater is of no technical use, however, as an insulator, 
since it is practically impossible to keep it free from 
impurities, especially traces of acids, bases or salts, 
which, being highly ionised in solution enormously 
increase the conductivitv. Similar disadvantages 
attach to other inorganic ·liquids with, usually, some 
further drawback such as toxicity or corrosiveness. 

In short, the only practicable liquid insulating 
materials are organic compounds of the type of hydro
carbons or certain of their simple derivatives. Even 
these, to be of use, must be carefully purified, and 
precautions must be taken to avoid contamination, 
especially with moisture, in service. Provided these 
steps are taken, hydrocarbon liquids and some of their 
derivatives are very satisfactory insulators. 

In liquids the mean free path of the molecules, 
though fairly large, is much less than in gases. The 
electric strength of liquids of low ion content is there
fore higher than of gases. As with the conductivity 
so also is the electric strength very much dependent 
upon purity. From this point of view the chief 
sources of weakness are suspended particles and 
dissolved gases. The former can be kept low by 
filtration and attention to general cleanliness. Dis
solved gases cannot normally be avoided. For this 
reason the behaviour of liquid insulating materials 
under conditions of high voltage stress is very 
complex. There is reason to believe, however, that 
breakdown in liquids is often initiated by cumulative 
ionisation of the dissolved gas molecules. The latter 
process, though considerably modified by the presence 
of the liquid, is at least qualitatively similar to the 
process of ionisation in a simple gas. For this reason 
it is advantageous deliberately to increase the con
centration of dissolved gas. This is done, for example, 
by maintaining a high gas pressure in the oil reservoirs 
associated with high-voltage oil-filled cables. 

Finally mention may be made of the value of oil 
not only as an insu!ant but also as a cooling medium 
for static apparatus such as transformers, condensers 
and rectifiers. 



Solid I nsulatin{!, 1W aterials. 

Tlwre are many chemical and ph>·sical methods by 
which the number of atoms in a gaseous molecule 
can be determined with certainty. Such determina
tions in liquids present greater difficulties and the 
results must be accepted with some reserve. Pro
ceeding further, in solids the most that can be stated 
with certainty is the minimum number of atoms the 
molecule must contain. For instance, when ordinary 
sugar is dissolved in water there is no doubt that, as 
revealed by its chemical formula-C12 H22 011--the 
molecule contains 45 atoms. In solid sugar, however, 
the nature of the " physical " molecule is not known 
with certainty. Such evidence as is available suggests 
that it consists of several " chemical " molecules in 
close association. Fortunately, the electronic energy 
situation in solids appears to be determined by the 
smallest crystals in the body rather than b>: any 
smaller unit of the structure, and even the most 
minute crystal contains very many closely grouped 
atoms. The energy situation can therefore (see 
Part V) be represented as a series of relative!\· wide 
bands. Leaving the metals out of consideration, in all 
other pure substances there are no free electrons and 
the energy bands arc either completely full or 
completely empty. Electronic conduction cannot 
then occur. 

The presence of minute traces of impurities, how
ever, may profoundly modify the state of affairs and 
may turn an otherwise good insulator into a semi
conductor. On the other hand unavoidable impurities 
or deliberatdy added constituents arc harmless 
provided that an empty band or energy level of one 
constituent docs not overlap or lie too close to a full 
band or level of another. (For a more detailed dis
cussion of these principles the reader is referred to 
Parts V and Via of this series of articles). Vnfortu
natcly there is available far too little quantitative 
data relating to the energy situations in solids, 
particularly if these are not pure, to serve as a reliable 
guide in the development of new insulating materials. 
Progress has therefore been mainly on empirical lines. 
Even so, present knowledge of the role of impurities 
has at least indicated certain compositions that should 
be avoided. 

. The above remarks on the conductivity of solids 
refer only to that part of the whole which is due to 
electronic conduction. As in gases and liquids, 
however, ionic conduction can occur and a similar 
mcchanisn is involved, i.e. the current is carried by 
moving charged atoms or molecules. Thus, in 
general, apart from the actual power loss there would 
be a change in the composition of any solid insulating 
material in which appreciable ionic conduction 
occurs. This is obviously undesirable-the more so 
because many of the ions on discharge at the interface 

between conductor and insulator become substances 
capable of attacking (corroding) the metal of the 
conductor. In compounding a solid insulating 
material it is therefore essential to avoid all ionic 
conductors, the chief of which are the simple metallic 
salts and many of the oxides and sulphides. A 
further disad\'aniage of such substances is that 
many are appreciably or even very soluble in water 
and would tend to pass into solution in an\· film of 
moisture deposited on the surface of the Insulator. 
In solution a much higher degree of ionisation would 
be produced than in the solid state and the con
ductivity would increase considerablv. The un
a\'oiclabie presence of traces of ionisabh; impurities is 
one of the main reasons why man>· insulating 
materials, such as ordinary glass, show a big 
increase in surface leakage when cx1x>st·d to 
atmospheres of high humidity. 

The general conclusion from the foregoing remarks 
is that, as with liquids, high purity is one of the out
standing requirements of a solid insulator and, 
further, that the majorit�· of the objectionablt' 
impurities are inorganic. In \'iew of tlll'sc facts, and 
having regard to the manufacturing processes involved, 
it is not difficult to understand why some of the 
most highly insulating solids are organic substanct·s 
such as paraffin wax and the newer materials, poly
them· and polyst>TCIH'. Amongst inorganic materials 
the best are those which, like quartz and mica, occur 
naturally in a wry pure state, and certain of the 
ceramic insulating materials in the manufacture of 
which it is possible to attain a high degrfr of purity. 
In this connection it should be pointed out that the 
demands of the electrical industry for insulating 
materials of gn·ater mechanical strength and resist
ance to high temperatures have considerably stimu
lated research into the properties of inorganic 
insulators. Two out of the many interesting results 
of this work which may be mentioned arc the develop
ment of wires insulated with glass fibres for use in 
machines operating at high temperatures and the 
production of fireproof cables in which the whole of 
the insulating material is a compressed refractory 
material such as magnesium oxide. 

Nothing has been said so far on the question of 
breakdown in solid dielectrics. The subject is 
obviously one of great technical importance and has 
attracted a great deal of attention from research 
workers. Unfortunatclv, however, the difficulties 
encountered, both theo;ctical and experimental, are 
formidable, and little success has been achieved 
l'Xcept for single crystals of a few simple, pure 
substances. All that can be said with confidence so far 
is that, as in other types of substance, some process of 
cumulative ionisation is involved though the prE'cise 
mechanism of this process still remains obscnre. 
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Calculation of Insertion Loss and Phase 
Changeof4-Terminal Reactance Networks 
u.o.c. 621.391 

H. STANESBY, A.M.l.E.E., 

E. R. BROAD, e.A .. and 
R. L. CORKE, A.M.1.E.E. 

The usual met�ocl o! computing the insertio!' loss and phase change of wave filters is rather involved and approximate and 
cann'?t be ap

.
plte� directly to the less famlltar types of wave filter. In this article a simpler and more general method is 

described w�1ch 1s capab�e of great ac�uracy. It may be applied to any four-terminal reactance network operatin between 
constant resistance term1!1�tions, provided the ratio of Image impedance to terminating resistance Is the same at :0th d 
The method uses the ab1hty to transform any network satisfying these conditions into a lattice structure plus an T:e!i 

transformer . The article will be concluded in the January, 1943, issue of the Journal. 

l11trvd11ctio11. 

T

HEl�E is little doubt that in its early stages 
the development of the electric wave filter was 

. bound up closely with the study of lumped 
loadmg on tdcphone lines. This being so, it is not 
surprising that the earlier filtrrs usually had a ladder 
struct�m>, and tha� their proi?crtics were studied by 
adaptmg or ('Xtcndmg concept10ns borrowed from line 
transmission theory. 

It was from th{s viewpoint that Zobel evolved a 
mdhocl1 of calculating the transmission characteristics 
of tilters, which, although it was published ovrr 
seventeen years ago, is still used widely, either in its 
original or in modified form. The treatment is based 
primarily on the ladder structure, and therefore 
r:'gards a fi�ter as consistin� of � number of relatively 
snnple sections, a form winch 1s not always possible 
for modem designs. Thr insertion loss is considered 
as being made up of four componrnts, the transfer 
constant, which has its counterpart in the attenuation 
co1�stant c�f a symmetrical network or a length of 
um form !me, two components of terminal loss, 
corresponding to direct reflection at the input and 
011tput krminals, and the interaction loss, due to 
11111ltipk reflections from one end of the filter to the 
other. These loss components are dd('rmined by a 
combination of calculation and rl'fert'net· to charts 
tlll'ir algebraic sum giving the total insertion loss '. 
Till' insertion phase change is fo11nd in a similar way. 
l l 11fort11natcly, the nwthod has several disadvantagc:s. 
It is complicated and needs a number of charts ; 
nindtTn Wl'rl' rl'prodt1cl'd in the original article. It 
is not genl'ral and, from its wry nature it fails nl'ar 
th(' cut-off freq1wncil's, lwcause some 

'
of the com

po1lt'nts tend to intinit:i>' in opposite directions. 
Pt'rhaps this is wh\' it is often assumed that the 
performance· of a Jilter may be predicted with 
sutlicic•nt accuracy b�· computing the attenuation 
constant alone, the wish being father to the thought. 

In this article an entirely diffrrent method of 
computing filtrr performance �rill be described, which 
has been devdopcd and used in yarious forms during 
the last three years. It makes usl' of thl' ability to 
transform any s\·mmetrical filter no matter how 
complicated, Into- a lattice struct�rc�· :i. 1. \\'hen 
this is done the problem reduces to one of determining 
the transmission characteristics of a single lattice 
network, and can best be approached from first 
principles. Such a procedure allows the rather 

1 JJ.S.T.j., Vol. III, pp. iiti7-li2ll, October, 1!)24. 
'B.S.T.j., Vol. I, pp. 1-32. ::-.;ovember, 1922. 
'Phil .. Hag., Vol. 4, pp. 902-907, NoYember, l\l2i. 
' l'iril . . '\fag., Vol. 14, pp. 806-810, XoYember, 19:12. 
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'.irtificial separation of insertion loss and phase change 
mto a number of components to be abandoned and 
results in great simplification. The total ins�rtion 
loss is computed directly and the phase change is 
obtained virtually as a by-product. 
. Because of its genrral properties there is an increas
mg tendency to base preliminary designs on the lattice 
network, and when this is done transformation from 
another structure is, of course, unnecessary. But 
where the_ line of _approach is different the filter may 
be put . 111 _ lattice form very easily by using 
methods·1• 4• '" already well known. 

It must be made clear at the outset that the method 
of comp�tation about to be studied cannot usually 
be apph?d to networks that arc electrically un
s:nnmetncal, and that, intrinsically, it takes no 
�cc�:nm� of �is�ipation. Within the range set by these 
lnmtat10ns it 1s, however, perfectly general, and mav 
be used for any reactance network whatsorver. -

The first limitation is more apparent than real. 
A network neL·d not be s\·mmetrical in form to have 
dectrical symnwtr�'. It

. 
is only nl'cessary for the 

1mpc·tiances presented bv the two ends, taken in 
turn. to be the same whrn thl' opposite ends are 
terminate

_
d in equal impedances. This admits any 

tiltn . designed by combining sections on an image 
basis 11� the usual wa�·, 1f the actual image impedances 
at th� mp11t and output terminals arc arranged to be 
1dent1cal. Darlington has in an)· cast· pointed out6 
that symmetrical filtns tend to \'il'ld efficient 
d1aracteristics. �\'here lack of electric;t! symmetry is 
due soldy to a_n mternal change of impedance level, 
11smg the equivalent of an ideal transformer, the 
characteristics ma\' lw found b\· stu<h·ing the filter 
before the impedance change is -introdi1et·d . 

The neglect of dissipation is not oftl'n a serious 
matter. :\Iason has shown7 that frequl'nt)\· resistance 
compensation is frasible. \\'here this is ·not so, and 
rl'sistance is likcl)· to m?dify performa_nc(' materially, 
its etfect may be estimated by usmg a method 
describl'd towards the end of the articl1·. 

l11sativ11 f,oss and J>/zase C/za11ge of Laitict' Filter. 

It is necessan·, there fore, to evolve a sim pie method 
of calculating the transmission characteristics of a 
lattice filter. The first step will bl' to ('Xpress thl' 
output current of a balanced lattice network� in terms 

'E. ,\. (;uillen\ill, C1m1111umcatio11 .V<'lworks, \'ul. II, p. 439. 
• Bell :\Ionograph B-118 ', p. 8 (footnote\. 
'11.S.T.j., Vol. XVI, pp. 423-436, October, 1\137. 
• .\ balanced lattice network is one in which the opposite 

ann,; are equal, as shown in Fig. I. Lattice filters are almost 
invariably balanced networks and are so considered in this 
articlt>. 



of an E.M.F., and the terminal and network 
impedances. In Fig. 1 (a}and (b), a latice network, 

(a) 

(b) 

3 

E 

Zx 4 

E 

FIG. 1.-BALA:-:CED LATTICE XET\\"ORKS. 

c o m p r i s i ng 
g e n e r a lised 
series and 
lattice im-

Rt pedances Zx 
and Zy, is 
s h o w n  i n  
a l t e r n a t ive 
forms. The 
network is 
c o n n e c t e d  
between re
sistive term
inations Rt, 
one of which 
includes an 
E.1I.F. re
presented b\' 
the vector E. 

\Vriting clown the mesh equations, at the same time 
separating I2 : 
(Rt+Zx+Z,.) 11 - (Zx + Zy) w -Zy I2=E 

-Zx Il + (Zx + Z,) \V -Rt I.,= 0 
-Zy Il + (Zx + Z,) \V + (Rt+Zx+Zy) I;= 0 

. . . .. . . . . . (!) 
Solving for I2 : 

I2 = E (Z,. - Zx) (Zx + Zy) 
6 

where 6 = (Rt+Z,+Zy) (Z,+Z,.) (2Rt+Zx+Zy) 
-Zx (Zx+Z,) (Rt-\-Z,)-Zy (Zx+Z,.) 

(Rt + Z,.) 
= 2 (Zx+Zl') (Rt+Zx) \Rt+Z,.) 

'E Z)'-Zx whence I2 = 2 
. 

(Rt+Zx) (Rt+Zy) ............ (2) 
The transmission characteristics of the network arc 

determined by the complex ratio of Io, the current 
that would flow if the source and load were connected 
directly, to I2, the load current obtained when the 
network is interposed. But Io = E/2 Rt, and dividing 
this by equation (2) : · 

I-"= (Rt + Z.) (Rt + Zy) 
. 

·(3) 
12 

Rt (Zy - Zx) .......... .. 
As this part of the article is concerned onlv with 

dissipationlcss filters the arms of the lattice network 
arc wholly reactive and equation (3) can be rewritten 
in the form: 

Io 
I2 

(Rt+ jXx) (Rt+ jX,) 
jRt (Xy - Xx) 

Rt (X, + Xl')-j (Rt2-X, X,) . 
Rt (Xy - Xx) ...... (4) 

The modulus and angle of this expression, which 
determine the insertion loss and· phase change 
respectively, arc given by : 11" [ = v(Rt2 + x.2) (Rt2 . + x�2l 

("') 
12 Rt (Xy - Xx) ........ " 

-i Xx X,. - Rt2 • 
if; = tan Rt (Xx+ XY) .............. (6) 

Bode and Dietzold9 have quoted expressions similar 
• n.s. T.J., . 'I. XIV, p. 247, April, l!J35. 

to (5) and (6) except for an unimportant difference 
of sign in the expression corresponding to (5), but 
the method of derivation they indicate is very 
indirect. 

By introducing circular functions (5) and (6) may 
be put in forms much more suitable for computation. 
From (5): 

l�:I= - �! -- . -�t-� - Rt - �--
y'Rt2+xy2 .y1{,2+xx2 vRt2+x,.2 y'Rt2+x�2 

1 = sin cf> cos o - cos cf> sin o 
= cosec (c/> - 0) .......... (i) 

\\'I i X, l · iere O = tan- Rt anc ,I. xy (8) '+' = t�m .. 1 R, 
.. 

The insertion loss, L, in decibrls, is gi,·cn by : 
· Io L = 20 log10 I 2 

= 20 log 10 coscc (ef> - O)* ...... (!l) 
From rquation (6) : 

= tan_ 1 tan O tan cf> - 1 
tan 0 +tan(/) 

= tan·1 -l 
ta·n-(o + c/>) 

1T �-= 0 + cf> ± (1 + 2 n) 2 ...... (10) 
(n is an integer) 

which gives the insertion phase change. The 
ambiguity of the last term in (10) depends upon the 
definition of zero phase change. It can sometimes 
be resolved bv reference to the network itself · 
for example, it is reasonable to assume that th� 
phase change of a low-pass filter tends to zero 
with the frequency. 

The simplicity of the expressions that have just 
been derived10 is surprising, especially when they arc 
compared with those normally uscd11• This demon
strates one of the advantages of basing computations 
on the lattice structure. It may also be pointed out 
that any value of Rt can be used in expressions (8), 
(9) and (10) with equal facility, whereas the usual 
method of computation, aided by charts, can be 
applied· directly on!\' to filters terminated in their 
nominal image ·impedances, a condition which is often 
undesirable. In equations (8) Rt can often be written 
more conveniently as nR; where R1 is the nominal 
image impedance. of the filter. The expressions for 
Xx and Xy, in filters designed on an image basis, will 

*The sign - means" difference b�tween taken positively." 10 Since writing this article, U.S. Patent No 2,070,fl77 has 
come to the notice of the authors. In this Patent Norton 
makes use of a somewhat similar transformation. 11 e.g. T. E. Shea, "Transmission Networks and \\'ave 
Filters," Chaps. IV and IX. 
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be found to have a common factor R1 which will then 
cancel with R1 in the denominators of (8). 

small angles with accuracy. But when cf> - 0 is very 
small: 

Approximations. 
. 1 

ormally the evaluation of expressions (8), (9) and 
(LO) is quite straightforward, but when some of the 
functions assume extreme values it may be necessary 

L =:= 20 log10 cf> _ 0 (cp � o. in radians) .. (11) 

This expression may be used instead of (!l) for all 
values of </> -

0 less than 0·25 radian (13° approx.) 
without introducing an error of more than 0· l db. 
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Fie. 2.-CHART FOR TxsERTtON Loss CALCVLATIOK. 

, 

v I 

to make approximations to circumvent the limitations 
of tables. 

Approximation when 0 or cf> approach ± ;. When 

Approxi111ritio11 wlti:n </> - 0 is small.-High values 
of loss imply that cf> � 0 is a very small angle, in fact 
when L exceeds 60 db. cf> - 0 is less than four minutes 
of arc, and tables will not give the cosccants of such 
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cf> - O is small it is obviously necessary to find 0 and cf> 
with considerable accuracy. In many cases 0 and </> 
approach ± 7T/2 together and in these regions tangent . 
tables arc unreliable. But when the absolute 



magnitude of X/R is very much greater than unity: 

tan -1 i = ±(i - �) .... . . . . . . (12) 

the positive and negative signs corresponding to 
positive and negative values of X/R respectively. 
This approximation may be used when either or both 

50
·
0

�0·0 
10·0 

+ 

I ·O 
0·9 
0·8 

Charts 

Charts may be used to simplify the computation 
of insertion loss and insertion phase change still 
further. 

Using equation (11) where small angles arc involved 
and ordinary tables of logarithmic cosecants elsewhere, 

FIG. 3.-CllART FOR PHASE CHANGE CALCULATION. 

of the terms X./R 1, XY/R 1 exceed 50. The resultant 
error will then not exceed O·l db., provided L itself 
is not greater than 60 db. A greater error may occur 
for higher values of loss, but this is not likely to 
matter in most cases. 

a set of curves may be drawn connecting L with 
cf> - 0. These curves save a considerable amount of 
work and can be made to yield all the accuracy 
required. They arc so easily prepared that copies 
have not been reproduced in the article. 



It is possible to prepare a chart which gives L 
directly in terms of XxR1 ar.d Xy1R1. If these two 
ratios ·are taken as the axes on o�dinarv, uniformlv 
divided, graph paper, and lines of equal loss ar-e 
plotted, the latter will form a famil�; of quartics. 
Such a chart has already been published by 
i.;'eldtkrller12, although his method of approach is; 
quite differrnt from that employed here. But if 
X.IR 1 and Xy/R 1 arc plotted on uniform scales the 
chart can cover onlv a limited field, as these raties 
vary in practice from - oo to + oo. This difficulty 
may be overcome in the following way, which offers 
other advantages as well : 

It will be seen from CfJUation (fl) that if L is held 
constant so is <P - 0, and for this condition a change 
in <P giws rise to an equal change in 0. A chart on 
which the two axes are uniformly scaled to cover 
values of 0 and <P from - TT/2 to + 7r/2 will therefore 
yi('ld lines of constant loss, all of which arc straight 
and have unit gradient. It will moreover cover all 
possible values of 0, <P and L. But the axes, instead 
of being marked off in degrees or radians, can be made 
to show the tang�·nts of the corresponding angles. 
The loss can then be determined directlv in terms of 
Xx_IR 1 and XY/R 1 for all values of the latter ranging 
from - oo to + =. As all the loss lines arc straight 
and have the same slope, this chart is easier to 
construct than one of the type used b�· Feldtkellcr; 
it is necessary to determine only the co-ordinates of 

. one point on each line and the rest is merely a question 
of accurate draughtsmanship. 

An examination of the chart, reproduced in Fig. 2,'" 
12 Hirzel, Leipzig, 1939, "Einhihrung in <lie Sie!)schaltun.;s

tlworic der Elektrischen Xachrichtentechnik ." 
13 A strictly limite1l number of copies of this chart, and of 

the other chart mentioned below. n'produced on a larger 
scale, are ayailable for distribution. .\pplicatinn should be 
made to the :\Ianaging ELlitor. 

shows that as the loss increases the spacing of the 
loss lines becomes closer and closer until, for values 
above, say, 20 db., accurate estimation becomes 
impossible. This is, of course, natural when all values 
from zero to infinity arc covered. Fortunately, the 
greatest accuracy is obtained where it is most needed, 
in and around the pass-band. The curves already 
referred to, which give L in terms of <P - 0, should 
be used instead of the loss chart when high losses are 
involved. 

If the phase change, f, is held constant it is clear 
from equation (10) that 0 and <P will vary equally in 
opposite directions. Lines of constant phase change 
could therefore be added to the loss chart in the form 
of straight lines with a slope of '- 4fl0 ; the same· chart 
would then serve for loss and phase change calcula
tions. As the result might, however, be rather 
confusing, a separate chart has been prepared for 
phase calculations, on the same graticule, and is 
reproduced in Fig. 3. Values of 0 + <P arc quoted 
on the phase lines·; to obtain the total insertion 
phase ± (I + 2n) TT/2 must be added in accordance 
with equation (10). 
Slide-Rule. 

Although the use of a loss chart similar to that 
reproduced offers great ach·antages for low and 
moclcr�1te values of loss, the first limit to its usefulness 
is set by -geometrical inaccuracies. The symmetry of 
the chart allows this to be overcome to some extent 
by drawing one portion only, on a larger scale, but 
difficulties in construction, due to distortion of the 
paper, etc., remain. C:sing the principle underlying 
the chart there is, however, another way of increasing 
the accuracv considcrab]\· ; a way which offers other 
advantages.- This is by using ·a slide-rule having 
special scales and will be de•cribed in the second 
part of this article. 
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Air Raid Damage to Post Office· 
Telecommunications 

U.D.C. 623.45 : 621.315.23 

Part I .-Underground Plant 

E. C. BAKER 

The author proposes to give in a short series of articles some examples of the damage cau ed to Post Offke plant by aerial 
bombardment and of the methods adopted to restore service as early as possible. The first of the series deals with 

.underground plant. 

I ntrodttction. 

I 
1940 with the approach of Autumn the German 

Luftwaffe began to bomb our towns and cities. 
Until mid-December they were rarely absent 

from our skies for more than a few hours of daylight. 
(It was during this period that they bombed London 
for 92 nights in succession.) Thereafter, these 
attacks. became less frequent, but continued to inflict 
sufficient damage on telecommunications plant to 
put a heavy strain on Post Office engineering staffs
already depleted by 20 per cent., for more than 

,000 were with the Armed Forces, chiefly in the 
Royal Corps of Signals-over and above that which 
they shared with their fellow citizens. 

In the main these bombing attacks were quite 
indiscriminate. The most frequent target was tl�e 
centre of a town. Under the streets in such an area 
is run a large number of telephone cables. Inevitably 
a great deal of damage was done to these cables 
(Figs. 1 and 2) : damage was not confined to the 
limits of the bomb craters in the streets ; faults 
were found at a considerable distance from the 
explosion. Sometimes cables were stretched, bent, 
or flattened in a fantastl.c manner (Fig. 3) with no 
effect on the efficiency of the circuits in them. At 
other times electrical faults had occurred in a cable 
that on inspection appeared to be undamaged. 
Earthenware ducts were shattered. Wire joints 

F1G. 1. TvPtCAL Bo�rn CRATER. 

FtG. 2. DAMAGED UNDERGROUND CABLES. 

were pulled apart and each end drawn 
two feet into the cable sheath ; plumbed 
joints were d(!stroyed as far as 200 yards 
from the bomb crater. The centre con
ductor of a coaxial cable was disconnected 
three joints away. 

Difficulties in A1 aking Repairs. 
External repair gangs were not always 

immediately able to get to work on the 
damage because of such dangers as floods, 
insecure ma onry, or unexploded bombs. 

Jointers worked for hours (Fig. 4) in 
discomfort and danger, concentrating on 
their exacting tasks· to such good effect 
that they often completed work in two
thirds of the normal pre-war performance 
time. During a .daylight raid a group 
of jointers was seen to continue at work 
although machine-gun bullets from enemy 
aircraft were striking the ground near 
them. At another time a jointer and his 
mate carried out repairs to a cable serving 
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up where it would interfere with the 
repair work of the other services. 
The Post Office representatives, there
fore, persuaded the highway author
ities to co-ordinate the excavation 
work. 

About this time members of the 
headquarters staff of the L.C.C. Fire 
Brigade made representations as to 
the importance of rapidly repairing 
their telephone lines. When agreeing 
to temporary expedients they also 
considered how to reduce the delays 
in the repair of water and gas 
mains, and thereby speed up the 
restoration of telephone circuits. 
Later the London Regional Com
missioner arranged for his officers 
to co-ordinate, at bomb damage 
sites, the activities of the various 
repair gangs. 

Fie. 3. DAMAGE TO CABLE jo1NT AT l\IANROLE DucT ENTRY. 

To deal with this mass of external 
telephone repair work the construc
tion staffs were called upon to 
assist the maintenance staffs, with 

a firm engaged on urgent Air Ministry contracts and 
worked for over two hours within six yards of an 
unexploded bomb. 

"There have been many instances, throughout the 
country, of engineering staffs courageously carrying 
out urgent repair work near delayed action bombs 
when they have been able to obtain permission from 
the Defence Authorities to do so, or have evaded 
those Authorities altogether. Sometimes, as the 
Engineer-in-Chief said when paying a tribute to his 
staff in a B.B.C. programme early last year, the 
danger is there when the men do not know it. He 
told, as an instance, of one job where repairs had 
been hurriedly pressed on for several days when one 
of the men did a bit of digging to find out what was 
the hard object, just under the soil on the floor of 
the crater, on which he had kept treading. He 
discovered a large unexploded bomb. 

lt seems also that quite the opposite can happen. 
An instance was reported from one town where a 
gang was not allowed to work on a site because of 
such a bomb. They by-passed emergency circuits 
along another cable route, later to learn that the 
bomb, which had been carefully roped off to await 
the attention of a Disposal quad, was a section of 
sewer pipe half buried in the crater. 

More frequently immediate work on damaged 
cables was held up because of delay in clearing debris 
from a crater. In those early days Local Authorities 
were recruiting large numbers of labourers which 
added to the difficulty of obtaining labourers for the 
depleted Post Office gangs. A bomb in a main road 
in the Wood Green district of London damaged the 
plant of several utility services. Junction cables to 
four exchanges and two 00-pair subscribers' cables 
were put out of operation. Large numbers of men 
employed by these services were soon jostling each 
other in the restricted space, removing debris and 
earth from their own damaged plant only to pile it 

9-! 

consequent delay to new installations, and jointers 
were exchanged between Regions as required. At 
the top of the priority list for circuit restoration 
were the R.A.F. Fighter Commands, and it was 
necessary to place the Fire Brigades next before the 
Anti-Aircraft Battery circuits. Many more essential 
services had then to be attended to before an 
ordinary subscriber's line could be repaired. 

FIG. 4. REPAIRING CABLES AFTER B0�1B DAMAGE. 



Fie. 5. TEMPORARY CABLE DI TROUGlllNC. 

The engineers' ability to improvise was put to 
good account in carrying out these repairs. It was 
often found advisable, in making temporary repairs, 
to avoid a bomb crater altogether by running inter
ruption cables from the nearest manholes or by 
sinking a shaft down to the duct track on each 
side of the route at a suitable distance from the 
crater. \\'here convenient these cables were run in 
surface troughing. Fig. 5 shows such an arrange-
ment around t. Paul's Church\'ard, • 
where 10,000 damaged cable pairs t1ad to 
be put through. \\'hen it was impo sible 
to avoid a crater a bridge was con
structed over it tO carry the interruption 
cables (Fig. 6). Bridges were formed 
from two parallel poles with transn'rse 
connecting limbers. tee! scaffolding 
was also used for the same purpose. 
Sometimes it was neccssarv to recon
struct a manhole which · had been 
destroyed or to make the crater a site 
for a manhole and build an additional 
manhole there. 

A T111111el Repair. 

inside the tunnel. While the affected circuits were 
being temporarily diverted to other routes the 
damaged tunnel was inspected. It was found to 
be blocked to the roof with blue clay for approxi
mately 60 feet. To sink shafts from the road down 
to the tunnel to connect the broken ends of the 
cable outside the tunnel would ha' e taken more than 
a week. Other reasons against this course of action 
were the shortage of timber to make vertical shafts 
safe and the obstruction this work would have caused 
to other repair work in the crater above. Experts 
stated that an attempt to bore through the clay in 
the tunnel would have slight chance of success. It 
was, however, agreed that a gang of Post Office 
engineering workmen should be allowed to make the 
attempt. The subsequent actions of these men made 
an impressive exhibition of determination, resource
fulne s and courage. 

They borrowed a thrust borer from a contiguous 
telephone area. This machine, normally used only 
when conditions are much more favourable, is a 
powerful hand-operated hydraulic ram which forces 
a strong steel rod through the soil till a steel pipe 
can be fastened to the distant end to be pulled back, 
with the rod. Hard objects will deflect the rod, and 
the clay in the tunnel was full of debris from the 
road above. A good anchorage is needed to absorb 
the reaction thrust of the ram, and there was nothing 
to which to anchor the ram, so stout baulks of 
timber were fitted to the floor of the tunnel. The 
men then pierced through the clay at their first 
attempt. With this surprising success it seemed that 
the worst part of the job was over : in fact, it had 
only just begun. The rod had pulled the steel pipe 
about half-way back when this lodged against a broken 
segment of the tunnel casing and came adrift from the 
boring rod. 

The men thereupon decided to burrow through the 
clay lo reach the pipe. They were well aware of the 

)lost of these cables arc less than 
20 feet below the road surface. \\'hen
ever it has been possible to run cables 
at a much greater depth this has been 
done, but bombs have penetrated even 
to these lower levels. uch an occur
rence was when a heavy high explosive 
bomb smashed through an underground 
railway tunnel in London to sever two 
telephone cables that had been run FIG. 6. BRIDGE CARRYING lNTERRl'PTlON CABLE 01'ER BOMB CRATER. 
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danger of this action. The cla�·. through which 
water was percolating, might fall in on them. It 
was possible that more of the tunnel itself might 
collapse. The ventilation was steadily worsening. 
They made the attempt, but could.not reach the pipe · 

because of the piece of casing it had fouled. Thereupon 
the�· took their sweeps' rods to the remote end of the 
obstruction. To reach this the\· had to walk to the 
nearest imderground station on that side and back 
along the tunnel for about half a mile. As thev went 
down the slight gradient of the tunnel thev sa\v that 
the obstruction was damming the rain -water and 
sewage flowing into the tunnel. The tunnel was 
slowly tilling up and their repair work would have 
to be done in a race against time. The�> joined up 
the lengths of rod, probed them through the steel 
pipl' and on through the wet . cla ,. to the far side. 
\\"here rods could go, so could a s-mall cable. Thev 
man-hauled a 100-pair cable through. The jointers 
worked on a wooden staging with water now two feet 
deep below them. \\"hen one fell into this the other 
worked awav on his own. 

The thickness of clay to be penetrated seemed to 
be much less at the ·tunnel roof than at the floor, but 
the thrust borer could be used onh· at floor level. 
The\· <kcidcd to try another method -for the second
a 2;)-l-pair-cable. For . this thev obtained two 
18-feet lengths of steel pipe, fixed <t hardwood point 
on one e1icl, and with sleclge-hammcr blows drove it 
into the clav, joined on the second length and 
continuL·d till the wooden point protruded at the 
far side. This was remowd, rods put through the 
pipe and the cable drawn in after. 

A higher staging had to be erected for the jointers. 
The water-and sewage-was rising, the air becoming 
more foul. The plumbing had to be perfect, for 
within a short time the cable would be immersed. 
As they put the finishing touches to their work the 
liquid swirling below the staging reached a depth of 
se\'L'n frl't. To retire to safl't\' the men had to 
clamber laboriously along the .side of the tunnel, 
using cable hangers and other projections as 
hand-holtls. 

Fire Dama{!,c. 

An example of what can happen indirect!\· as a 
result of bombing is that of serious fire dani:age in 
London in l\lay l!Hl . Escaping coal-gas from 
fractured mains exploded in a subway. Eighty-one 
main trunk, junction, teit'graph, and subscribers' 
cables were burnt and the fire raced along to another 
manhole HO \'ards awa\·. For many hours the 
intense heat pi·evcntcd any approach to the subway. 
It was necessary to wait till the damaged gas mains 
were sealed and the subway freed from gas. A 
furtlwr difficulty was the large volume of flood water 
in the manhoks, wl·1ere the cable jointing had to be 
carried out, so a batter�· of pumps was kept 
continuously · at work. The damage to this 
particular telephone and telegraph plant interrupted 

!Hi 

communications to all parts of the country. During 
the work of restoration there developed a serious 
leakage from a large water main nearbv which 
threatened to damage the new lengths of cable. To 
prevent this, two of the engineering workmen
stripped to the waist-diverted with their bodies the 
inflow of water while others fetched steel sheets and 
sandbags with which to stem it. 

Damage at Portsmouth. 

In these strenuous times the fine spirit of the 
engineering staff can be observed throughout the 
Post Office. At Portsmouth, for example, two 
1,000 kilogramme bombs struck the ground 60 yards 
apart but did not explode. One bomb grazed a 
cable track before it came to rest more than 20 feet 
down in the ground. Becaus2 of the importance of 
the circuits in the cables it was agreed to try to 
remove the bomb rather than explode it where it 
lay. \Vhen the disposal party were excavating the 
bomb they had to dig round the multiple way 
cable duct ; it was, therefore, necessarv for the 
Post Office men to tit longitudinal suppcirts to the 
exposed ducts. The men who undertook this work 
were told beforehand of the attendant danger, but 
they cheerfully accepted the risk : their attitude 
was summed up by a foreman who said simply, 
"There's a job to do, let's get to it." 

Portsmouth is one of the large provincial towns 
that has suffered a considerable amount of bombing. 
Here, it has been noticed, that apart from damage 
directly caused-one particular cable has been 
broken on five occasions-there has been a large 
increase in cable faults. Especially has this been so 
in cables of an inch or less in diameter. Of 80 faults 
during one month only five were in cables exceeding 
100 pairs, which by no means represents the 
proportion of small to large cables in that area. 
Bombs have exploded near tracks containing large 
cables�ithout damaging them ; even when a duct or 
pipe has been shattered for several yards the cable 
has often been only superficially damaged. Bombs 
have exploded as close as 10 feet to underground 
tracks at normal depth and have not damaged them. 
\\"ith small cables, however, conductors have been 
stretched, joints pulled apart, and lead sheaths 
distorted. Frequently earthborne vibrations from 
bomb explosions fracture the lead sheath near a 

joint in a cable. 

Cu11cl11sion. 

The requirements of security have necessitated the 
omission from this article of anything more than a 
few brief notes on underground cable damage with 
which we have had to contend. Though some of 
the jobs instanced present unusual features there 
have been others which necessitated a great deal 
more work before the thousands of circuits damaged 
could be brought again into service. 

----- ---·- - -- - - -



Improvised Mountings 
U.D.C. 621.88 F. G. BIRD 

The author describes a method by which satisfactory ubstitutes for a number of standard mounting and fixings can be 
cheaply and efficiently made using an ingenious tool sold for model-making purposes. 

J 1�lrod11ction. 

U 
::\DER present conditions it frequently 
happens that a miscellaneous assortment of 
items needs mounting at small stations to 

meet some urgent requirement. Standard mountings 
are not always available in time and the following 
method of constructing substitutes has proved useful 
and has enabled delays to important work to be 
avoided. Naturally standard mountings should be 
used wherever possible, but the number of occasions 
on which substitutes would prove of value is perhaps 
large enough to make this article of general interest. 

Tire }1t11eero Multi-Purpose Tool. 

This tool retails (at the time of writing) for the 
price of l 7s. 6d. and is designed for working up mild 
steel angle, flat strip and rod. These materials are 
supplied in standard dimensions and of a grade of 
tee! specially suitable for use with the tool. It is 

important that heavier or harder materials should 
not be employed or damage to the tool may result. 

Fie. l. J UNEERO TooL. 

Fig. 1 shows that five separate tools are incorporated, 
four of them operated by the single le\'er. A sixth 
-the vice-is used only when no bench vice is to 
hand. 

There arc shears for cutting g in. strip, and at 
the back are shears for cutting i in. rod. Below 
the shears is a punch for perforating the strips and 
angle with l in. clearance holes. At the back of 

the tool is a forming die iri which the strip metal ·can 
be bent to any angle up to 90° in a very clean and 
efficient manner. Below this is a hole in which the 
round bars are held to bend them. 

A gauge bar is supplied and gripped by the pinching 
screw normally used for the vice. This gauge bar is 
important; with its aid a number of parts can be 
produced exactly similar and with factory precision 
and, what is most essential, a finish and general 
appearance . that compares well with the factory 
produced article. 

Use of tire Tool. 

The use of the tool will best be illustrated by 
de cribing the construction of a imple clip (Fig. 2) 
such as that (Clip Condenser 1\o. 14 lin.) used to 
mount a condenser 
(MC No. 102) on a 
panel. 

A strip of metal 
is inserted in the 
punch from the left
hand side of the 
tool, and a hole 
punched by the 
depression of the Fie. 2. CLIP CONDENSER No. 14. 
lever ; the metal is 
w

_
ithdrawn �d a line drawn square across at a 

distance of i m. from the end. The tool is reversed 
and a 90° �end made on this line ; this is achieved 
by d�pre�tng the l

_
e�er, inserting the strip in the 

bending die and ra1smg the lever steadily until the 
�orr�Gt ang:le is obtained-for a right angle the lever 
is raised to its fullest extent. Next lay the condenser 
flat and mark for bend A and bend in tool · 

repeat for bend B and form. Bend C is marked
' 

but before bending i in. is allowed for the fixing 
lug:, the �ole puncl�ed and the bend finally formed. 
It 1s obvious that if the correct lengths were cul in 
the first place and the gauge bar set to each 
measurement a number such as twelve could be 
made in, say, fifteen minutes and at a cost for 
materials of approximately 5d. 

. For the purpo e ?f 
_
enlarging holes a taper broach 

1� very useful. T�1s 1s made from a length of t in. 
silver steel rod. File or turn a taper to the size shown 
in Fig. 3 and polish. File the" taper to the centre 
line, taking 
care to keep 
the edge clean. 
Harden and 
tern per to dark 
straw and 
sharpen flat 
on oilstone. 

I'' ....... ��- 2 ����� 

�ooe=:=�==�:=±1��� 
3" LENGTH SILVER STEEL ROO 

FIG. 3. TAPER BROACH. 

Do not attempt to polish or sharpen the rounded 
portion after flat has been filed. 
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/\(\' Jlo1111ti11g. 
. .\ mon· dabora!t· mounting is shown in Fig. 4. 

This is an imprn\·isl'd box tqw nwunting for a 
singlt· kt·_,. ( l\.t·\· :\lounting \ .-\.-\). Till' construction 
is straightforward. but cm· must ill' takt·n with ddail 
H�. Till' two holt·s for tixing an· shown olbl"I irom 
tlw et·ntrl' lint· 1>,· ,;'1 in.: this is t·ss,·ntial to pn·\"t·nt 

A 

3'' �-g" 3" -r s 4 --; -1s i· I'"" -., �16 FRONT 

,

, . 2 
I 

,,. 
2 

I 

_--------r- <j> 
___ -1\. 

PLAN ;!• . 
8 

I+ �1 
END BRACKET DETAILS 2 OFF. 

c 
ASSEMBLY OF ALB INTO KEY MTG. 

i�f 

B 

Bl B2 

1• 64 ����ET 0 
CENTRE 

KE YPLATE DETAILS 

I OFF OF EACH. 

D 
TIN COVER 

STEEL PANEL 

PINS. 

till' kt•\" binding in tlw slot and prest·nts no ditlicult\· 
if a pit·n· of packing 11\ in. thick is instTtl'd in tlw 
back of tlw punching slot. Till' rl'maindn of tht• 
Fig. is s,·Jf-t·xplanaton·. :\ simpll' co\"l'r ma\· ill' 
madt• if n·quin·d as follows : �hapt• ;1 block of wood 
to till' outsidl' dinwnsions. I,1,; in. ll\· � in. il\· :�in., 
and lwnd a pil'Cl' of tinplatt', using till' block as a 
fornwr -do not ust• a hamnH·r and bruist· thl' metal, 

\lH 

b11t ust· fibn· or pk-wood clamps and a malll'l. 
Till' bottom can Ill' t•itlwr soltkrl'd into position or a 
pi('C<' of thin wood cut and tixt·d witl1 pant'! pins. 
Two small angll' bra!"kl'ls bol!t'd to thl' sidt·s form a 
n·ath- nwans of holding cm·n in p1i,;1t10n. In 
pr;1ctin· it will ill' found that a tinplatt· rn\"lT will 
ill' mon· st·n·ict'ablt· and t·asit·r to mak1· tl1an th,· 
\\"ood cast' which is usual!\· attt·mplt'd. For this and 
otlwr ktT mountings Usl'd with till' kt·\· l1andlt· in a 
\"t•rtical position a tilm· dust cap ca1i lw c11t and 
ins,·rkd lll'tWl'cn till' kt·\· and kt·\· plait's. Tlw lixing 
hoks an· ptlllclll'd witlt till' tool and tl11· slot t·ut Ii\· 
puncl1ing l1olt-s at !ht· t'IHb with a bdt putH'h, tht·n 
cutting along tlw lirws with a sharp \\"ood cl1ist·I. 

J[ <'<IS It /"t'lllt' llfS. 
AL'L'uran· in mt·asun·tnt·nts is t·sst·ntial. :\ folding 

rult- and pcncil an· not tlw tools for tl1is work. l 'st· 
an t•ngirwcr's onl' foot slt'l'I rult· (not folding), ;rn 
t·ngim·t·r's squan" di,·idtTs and scribl'r. 

l'tThaps thl' corn·ct nwthod of marking 0111 ;1 
master cop:> of detail B for thl' kt'\ mounting will 
illustratl' thl' point. First sdt·ct a ckan straight 
pit'CL' of Hat strip ; rub O\"l'r the face to lw marked 
light!\· with 00 emtT\' cloth that is frt•t• from greasl' ; 
gl't thrl'l' pt·nn\"\\'Orth of sulpha It' of coppn from till' 
chemists (ask for largl' cn·stals), moistl'n onl' of till' 
crystals and gt·ntly rub on·r thl' fact• of tlH· strip : 
a thin fact' of pure coppl'r is dl'positl'd on the mdal 
(do not tn· to get a thick coat or it will lw patch\·) 
thl' centrl' line is thl'n drawn down the compktt· 
length ; obtain ct·ntre of kngth : mark {'6 in. 1·ach 
sidl' b�· nwans of the diYidt·rs anti using tht· squan· 
cut a thin, dl'l'P line across thl' fact· with thl' scribl'r. 

Co11cl11sio11. 
Thl' mountings illustrated in this articil' an· but 

two of a numbl'r which thl' author has constructl'd. 
Thl' use of till' Jiuu·no angle and strip, and of tibrl' 
such as that ust·d for spacing cards at rnaintl'nanu· 
control Cl'ntn·s, offns a widt· scopt• in mt·L'lin,g 
miscl'llaneous n·quin·mt·nts, tht· limit bl'ing sd on!\" 
b\· till' ingl'nuit\· of till' opt·rator using till' tool. 
It is safe to sa\' that, with n·r�· kw t'XCl'ptions, all thc
mounting rl'quin·rnt·nts for small, urgl'nt jobs, whicl1 
would otlwrwist· lw dl'la\Td bt·c111st· of till' shortag" 
of standard mountings, could lw md ll\· this nll'thod 
of constructing substitutl's on tlH· spot, or prdt·rabh" 
in till' local nwchanic' s shop. 



Notes and Comments 

Roll of Honour 

Thr Board of Editors dl'eply regrets to haYe to record thl' d<·aths of thl' followinp; 11H·111lH'rs of tlw Engiil<'!'ring 
Dl'partm<'nt :-
Jrhilc serving with the Armed Forces, i11cl11di11g Home (;1111.,.t 
Belfast Tdephonl' Area . . Bryson, '.\!. K . . l'ncsl'ablislH'd Skilled \Yorkman Ser gt ·;mt . 

Birmingham Td<'phonl' . .\re a Gardiner. S. \\'. 

Birmingham Tdcphon<' Arca Harrison, L. H. 

Canterbury Tclqihon<· Arca Sand>» .J. 

Engirn•t'r in Chil'f's Ofticl' . . :\loller, J. J>. 

Gloucest<·r Telephone Arca Stiff, A. J. 

London Tl'l<'communications Allen, G. J. 
Region 

LondonTdccommnnications Chasmar, G. H. 
Region 

London Td<'communications Killon, A. 
Region 

LonclonTdccommunications '.\1archant, G. \V ... 
Region 

London Tdecommnnications Rnssdl, A. D. 

Region 
London Tl'll'communications \Valtrr, R. J. 

Region 
Xrwcastlc Tdephonl' Arca Allan, :\I. .. 

Oxford Td<'phom· Arl'a \\'eeks, F. C. 

Scotland \Vest Telephone Anderson, T. 
Arl'a 

Recent Awards 

Ritb 
l'nestablishl'd Skill<'d \\'orkman Corporal. Roya] :\rm\· 

S<·n·in· Corps 
Skilled \Yorkman Class 1 I Corporal, lfoya] Corps of 

Signals 
Labonr<'r Pri\·atc, Ro\·al East K<·nt 

R<'giment 
Cncstablislwd Draughtsman St·rg<'ant 011s!'r\'l'r, l�o\·al 

Air Force 

Skilled \Yorkman, Class I I Ll'ading T!'lcgra phist, 
Ro\al Xa,·y 

Labourer PriYatc, \\'iltshire Rcgt. 

Cnestablislwcl Skilled \Yorkman Signalman, Royal Corps of 
Signals 

Labourer Lance Corporal, Riflr 
Brigade 

l'nestablishrcl Skilled \Yorkman Able Scaman, lfoyal Xavy 

Cnrstablishrcl Skillrd \Yorkman Acting Leading Airman, 
Fled Air Arm 

C nrstablishrd Skilled \Yorkman Signalman. Royal Corps of 
Signals 

l'nrstablishrd Skilled \Yorkman Signalman, R.oyal Corps of 
Signals 

L'nestablished Skilled \Yorkman Bandsman, Oxfordshire 
& Bucks Light Infantry 

Cncstablishecl Skilled Workman Signalman, Royal Corps of 
Signals 

The Boanl of Editors has learnt with great pkasurc of the honours r<'n·nth· confcrr!'d on tlw following 
mcmlwrs of the Enginl'cring Department :-
ll'hi/c scn•i11g with tlzc Armed Forces, i11cl11di11g Home r;uard 
Bournemouth Td!'phonc Arl'a Pcttdcr, R.R. Skilled \Yorkman. . 

Class II 

Li\'(·rpool Td<·ph()JW Ar<'a Hewson, E. Inspector 

Jr/ii/c scn·i11g 1c·ith the Civil D1:fe11cc Forces or 011 l'ost ()_flicc Duty 

S<·rgeant. Ro\·al Corps 
of Signals · 

Corporal. Roy;d Corps 
of Signals 

:\[1·ntioncd in 
l )<'spa tel H's 

Onkr of t lH' 
British 
Em pin· 

Cantcrlrn1y Tdqihonc Area :\lartin, L. J. Skilled \Yorkman Class I I 
York Tdl'phonc Arca Fox, E. :\!. l'nestablish<'d Skilled \\'orkman 

British Empin' :'ll<·<lal 
Comm<'ll<kd \J\· H. :\I. t lw 

York Tl'lcphonc Ar<'a Holder, .J. H. 

Birthday Honours 

King 
l'nestabfo;hcd Skillecl \Yorkman Commended by H.:\l. the 

King 

TIH' Board of Editors otfrrs its congratulations to the following nwmlwrs of thl' Enginc<'ring Stal'f whom 
His :\laj<'st\· the King has been gracious!\· pleased to honour in tlH' Birthday Honours List : 
On loan to :\linistr» of Hembrough, J. R. Arca Enginel'r :\kmber of the Order of the 

Home S(:curit\· British Empire 



Birthday Honours-co11!i1111el. 

H.'.\l.C.S. Pratt, R. 0. Chief Officer '.\ll'mber of the Order of the 
British Empire 

Portsmouth Tl'll'phone :\rea \\"illmot, C. .J. 

);orwich Tdephonl' . .\rea England, R. 

Swansl'a Tdl'phmw . .\rl'a Gould, J. S. 

Chief Inspector 

Inspector 

'.\ll'mber of the Order of the 
British Empire 

'.\lcclal of the Order of the 
British Empire 

'.\leclal of the Order of the 
British Empire 

Enginl'l'r-in-Chid's Officl' .. Hobbs, .J. G. Inspector '.\kdal of the Order of the 
Brifoh Empire 

Southam pt on 
Arl'a 

Tdqihone Lockwr, C. H. Skilled \Yorkman Class I . . '.\ledal of the Order of the 
British Empire 

Regional Notes 
Welsh and Border Counties Region 

C({(ll"::\D \\'.\TEI{ LO\\'EW::\G 

Hecentlv on comml'ncing to build a few loading coil 
manholes." it was discovered that the ground to be 
exca \'atl'd con sis tell of running sand, the sand being 
particularly finl' grainl'<l. Because of thesl' conditions 
application was made to :\lessrs. Blaw l\:nox for the de
watning plant as described in an article of the P.O.E.E. 
J<ll'RXAL, \'ol. :1;;, part I, page l. c\s a result of this 
application it \\·as learnell that the plant was not ;l\·ail
abk and would not bl' a\·ailahll' in future. lJl\·estigatiun 
arnl l'nquiries \1·ith other tirms n·\·eall"d that a similar 
plant could be hired from :\lillars :\lachine Co., Ltd. 
The plant was hired and tried' on work innih·ing the 
exc;n·ation of three manholes and it performed the job 
of lowering the water level successfully. 

:\lillar's plant ditfrrs from that uf Blaw Knox princi
pally in that it contains only one \·ah·e, the ball \·alve 
closing the end of the tube during the pumping opera.hon. 
During Jetting the screen is not cut off. Little difference 
in the times of Jetting was notice<! between this plant 
and that of Blaw I..:nox, but the jetting operation was 
carried out in a medium which offere<l ideal conditions. 

THREADED TO 

TAK( (ND 

�ec.....=��) )c____:y6 
\ 

FLUT(D TUBE 2" DIA 3' LONG 

AC Tl NG AS SUPPORT FOR 

GAUZE SCREEN 

Thl' as:«>ciatl'd �kl'tch shows roughly tlw construction 
of a :\lillar's \n'll-point, thl' tluted tube takes the place 
of th<' Ctlllllll>sitl' tube shown in Fig. 2 of the pn·,·iously 
mt·ntim1e<l article, the ring Yalve at the lower end of the 
tube being omitted. Thl' upper ends of the flutes arc 
closl'd. :\lillar's \n•ll-points han· the ath·antage in that 
they can lw entirely dismantle<!, cleaned and any 
dari1aged parts easily

. 
replacl'd. 

:\notlwr feature of the :\lillar's plant, which it is con
sidl'red rendl'rs it less useful to th<' l'ost Oflice than that 
of Bia\\' Knox, is that thl' \\'di-points are not coupled 
to the hl'a<ler-main h\· flexible hose connections but by 
il'ngths of steel pipL: ha\·ing at either end two right
angled elbows in series. The outer unions connect one 
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w.ith the well-point and the other with the header-main. 
:\ stopcock is housed in the steel tube in order that any 
particular well-point can be shut down. 

S. J. :\I. 

London Telecommunications Region 

TOTTE::\H.\:\l c\CTO EXClL\::\CE 
The ohl Tottenham C.B. ::\o. l exchange installe<l in 

l!l22 was replaced by an automatic exchange on :\lay 
14th, ]!}42. The equipment for this exchange was manu
factured and installed by the Standanl Telephones & 
Cables, Ltd. , and is of the " 2000 director type," with 
subscribers' uniselectors. The latter were used because 
of the high calling rate, as this exchange serves an 
important industrial area which in pre -war days was 
the heart of " furniture land." 

The initial capacity is a 6,000 subscribers line multiple 
with an ultimate capacity of a 10,000 subscribers line 
multiple. The installatim1 is being carried out in two 
stages. 

Stage I, which included l!l positions erectl'<l in a tem
porary position in the centre of the old manual switch
room, was completed by the opening date. 

Stage I I consists of the provision of a further Ii auto
manual positions now being erected for completion by 
the end of December, IH42. 

This will be follo11Tcl aftl'r transfer of the circuits 
from the positions in the temporary situation by the 
shifting of these switchboards to the place which they 
will occupy as part of the permanent suite. 

The power plant is of the " divided float " design, arnl 
includes two motor generators which have ftOO :\ aml 
200 .\ output respectively. The batteries are manufac
tured bv the Hart :\ccumulator Co., and ha \'C a box 
capacit�: of :1,000 c\h, \\'ith an initial plated capacity of 
2,000 ;\h. 

The circuits transferred to the automatic exchange 
were :-Subscribers 3,104, incoming junctions :i02, anll 
outgoing junctions 464. The line plant terminated on 
the ne\\' main distribution frame comprised s,:ioo 
subscribers' pairs and :l,560 junction pairs. 

There were some interesting features in connection 
\\'ith the construction of this exchange : (a) the test 
room suite comprising five positions is enclose<! and 
separated from the automatic apparatus floor, on 
\\'hich is installed the :\l.D.F.; (b) it was revealed, as a 
result of the analvsis of the water obtained from the 
subsoil of the exch;mge site, that it containe<l in addition 
to calcium sulphate", a quantity of nitric nitrogen ; 
these have a deleterious effect upon Portland cement 



concrete, iron and lead. It was therefore decided that 
the usual practice existing at that time of installing a 
lead electrode earth system should be superseded by the 
fitting of two sets of four No. 3 G.I. earth plates, not less 
than 8 ft. apart, with the shafts filled in with soil, not 
coke. The tails are joined. to soft copper stranded wire 
19/16, protected by 1 in. lead pipe. The ends and all 
breaks in the protection arc sealed to prevent entry of 
water. The leading-in manhole had to be made up with 
"Ciment Fondu." H. A. 

North Eastern Region · 

WATERTIGHT DUCTS 
Cable' leading-in schemes to points below ground level 

require that the duct line from the higher to the lower 
level must be watertight. Normally the requirements 
could be met by the use of caulked steel in C.I. pipes 
with a duct seal at each end of the track. Shortage of 
the above items has made it necessary to find alternative 
methods of providing a watertight track. 

Asbestos cement pressure pipes with a special asbestos 
cement detachable joint consisting of 

Joint flanges (2), Rubber rings (2). Joint collar (1), 
\Vrought iron bolts treated with non-rust com-

pound (3). . 
have been used in the X.E. Region and found to achieve 
the desired result. 

RUSSER RING 
IN Gl!OOVE 

WOOD PLUG 

FIG. 1. 

Fig. 1 shows the type of jig which is required for 
slipping the rubber rings into position, and Fig. 2 indi-

Book Review 

RUBBER RINGS 
FIG. 2. 

" Hanel book of Tcclmical Instruction for \ \'irelcss 
Telegraphists." By H, :\1. Dowsett and L. E. Q. 
\\'a Iker. 664 pp. 618 ill. lli!Ie. 25s. 

In presenting the seventh edition of this well-known 
halildbook :.\Ir. Dowsett decided to share the responsibility 
of the new production with a second authority pos
sessing the requisite wide experience of modern marine 
apparatus and its underlying theory. Thus ;\lr. \Valkcr 
now joins hiru as co-author of the seventh edition. 

The aim of the book is to provide simple instruction 
for sea-going operators and others in the general 
principles and practice of every form of application of 
marine wireless illustrated by descriptions of apparatus 

catcs the arrangement of the component parts. The 
joint flanges form a tight fit over the rubber rings and 
collar and are held in position by the wrought iron bolts, 
thus forming a perfectly watertight joint which will 
withstand a pressure of 400 ft. head of water or 17 4 lb. 
per sq. in. 

The unit is easily assembled and the prime cost of the 
whole work is approximately 50 per cent. of that using 
steel pipes. 

South Western Region 

TECHXICAL LITERATURE 

H. J.A. 

A novel way of meeting the demand for technical 
literature has been introduced in the Southampton 
Telephone :\Ianager's Area with successful results. 

A circular letter was despatched to each member of 
the staff asking for unwanted teclmical books to be 
offered for sale. to members of the staff at reasonable 
prices. A request was made that surplus Correspondence 
Courses, Educational Pamphlets and Technical 
Pamphlets for \\'orkmcn be released, in view of the 
difficulty in obtaining supplies through the usual 
channels. 

In addition, the members were invited to state what 
technical literature was required. The response was 
encouraging. Generous supplies reached the Distribution 
Centre. The number of Technical Pamphlets for 
\\'orkmen released was surprising. Several members 
offered technical books in new condition free of charge. 
The demand for books was such as to justify the imme
diate circulation of a " For Sale" and "\\'anted " 
catalogue. 

:\lost of the literature offered was speedily disposed 
of, and much benefit has been derived by the studiously 
minded, particularly by the younger members of the 
staff, including the female membe,s. 

:\Ir. C. F. :\Iiddlcton, Local Agent P.O.E.E. Jo11mal, 
of the Southampton Telephone :\lanager's Office, will 
be happy to give a helping hand to those in other Areas 
or l{egions who desire to benefit from the scheme. 

Home Counties Region 

POST OFFICE RELIEF FUND 
On Saturday, July 11th, the Sports and Social Club 

of the l{egional Director's Office organised a Garden 
Fete, Flo\\"cr Show and Dance Social in aid of the 
Second Post Office Helief Fund. The function, the 
second of its kind held at "The Grange," Finchley, 
since the l{egional Headquarters was set up there, was 
attended by about 2ii0 people, and proved an unqualified 
success. The fund benefited to the extent of £19 2s. 6cl. 

\\'. R. 

de\·cloped by British wireless companies, and there can 
be no doubt that it fulfils its object. Xo one need be 
deterred by the fact that the examples arc all of marine 
application ; there is plenty of well-presented material 
dealing with the general principles underlying all' forms 
of radio communication. 

The chapter on aerials and radiation has been nry 
materially lengthened and this has undoubtedly in
creased its value to the reader. The original chapters 
on damped oscillations and commercial types of spark 
tran,.;mitter have now been merged into one chapter, 
the amount of material being somewhat reduced. This 
is justified in view of the decreasing importance of spark 
transmissions. Another sign of the times is the inclusion 
of a chapter on A.C. power redification.-A. H. :\1. 
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Staff Changes 

l:'x�·r. /:'ugr. to .·1 ·'·'' 

(;1bson, \\'.\\'.\I. 
Jan·is, I<. F. J. 

*llembro11.gh, J. I{. 
llndson, .\. 
Kt Ill"!\', \ [. \ \'. 

Co()k, .\. (�. 
Hrmrn, .\. II 

.·I'·''· h'>u.:r. to !'. n·r 

S/11/l /c'1u;r. 

.. J·:.-i11-('.ll 
.. E.-i11-C.O. 

\\'. ,\: ll.C. lfrg 
.. :\.\\'. l{t'g. to lkdford 

.. Scot l<t·g. to . .\ hc· r. lt •t• ll 
Tc fr tili1 •111· .11 r11u1�i>r. 

.. \lid l«·g to Birmingham 
.. �cot. l\e� to Cl�1;-;g'ow 

Cntt!1lo". \'. L. S.\\'. I{<'.>;. to :\.E. l<t·g 
Frant 1', 11 I·: Scot. l{t'g . to E.in.!'.< l. 
Cokm;in, \\'. I. . .  \. S.\\' l{l'g to E in-C.U. 
Smith. ll. :\.E. J{eg 
Tnrnt·r, ( ' ':\.\\'. I«·.;. to L.T I\ 
\\'ikocbon, II. J·:. J·:.-in-C.O. 

Chi1f /n,f'. to .J ,,t. /c'11�r. 

*\\'ilkithon. !·:. ·11. 
(;rav, I{. E. 
( ;u '" I. 
llai11". \\'. I{. 
ln1bt1n, I. E. 

s,.,·mo11 r'. I\. .\. 
\\'ikhl'r, F. ll. 
l'almt'r, I<. :\. 
I l;1 v . .J \'. 
llt'lh. !·:.II. 

\[archant, I'. .\. 
llin ,c;IL1111, .J. 
(;('IT\', I' !{. c. 
lll'\'t;,., ( ; . B. 
lknzit·s, . .\. C. 
C11nni11.L'.ham, J. F. 
.:\irohon , 11• 

E.-in-C.<l. 
If .C. J {,.g. tt1 E. in-!'.O. 
�l·ot. Hl'g. 
l J .(. l«·L'. 

E-in-Cll. 
!·:.-in-!'.< l 

E.-in-C .< J. 
\lid. l{l'g 
':\. \\'. J {t·g. 
\\'. & ll.C. l{l'g. 

E -in-C.l I. 

:\. E. l«·.t;. 
E.-in-C.l J. 
L.T. !fr.;. to S.\\'.J{,·L'.. 
:\. \\' . l<t'g 
':\ .\\'. l{t'g 
Scot. l\l',!.( ... 

Chi<'/ I ll'f'. /u Ch id/ 11,f'. « ith .·1/hc . 

l<t·ad, .\. 11.C. l<t·g. 

/ 11,f'. to C/111·/ / 11.'f'. 

l1�;f\iJ,1V:-\� 
\la,lin. '.\ 1-: \\' 

l\ll't.', � (; 
Lo11d"·cll, \. J. 
Brook'. C. \\'. 
\\',ti l. (' ( ; . 

S"I!>,-, C. 11. 
\\'i,b, \\'.I .. 
J(ili!>\', J{ .\. 
Chap in;in . S. D. 
* \\'i l son. !(. E. 

Sha\\' , If. 

I Linlen . I'. 
\1 11rra\', I ll 
llrm\li , \\'. ll. 

To J>roh . . ·l . ..;s/. Fnt.:r. 

:\ea!,:\.\\'. 
:\larks. Jl. I. 
.Jo\\'ctt, .J. ·1.;. S. 
\\'aldram, ,\. 11. T. 
llinrhditf. f. ll. 
Chandkr , \\'. \\'. 
lll'rn-. I. 
l<it· h·<rnk I>. L. 
Tissini.;ton, I<. S. 

11.C. H,.,g. 
11.C. l<e�. 
11 c. '"""· 
L.T. l<l'g. 
11 C. J{eg 
\\'. ,'(: ll.C l«·g. 
\\' & ll . l' . l{eg. 
�.\\'. l\cg to Sco t . l\l•g. 
\\' ,\: ll.C. J{eg. 
I·:. -in-C .0. 
l·:.-in-C.O. 
:\ .\\'. J{t·g to l..T. l<<'.C: 

\lid. lfrg to L.T. l«·g 
I·: -in-C .o. 
\\' ,\: ll.C l«·g. 

l{e�(i<>ll 

E.-in-C.0. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.0. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.- in-C.O. 

Promotions 

I late 

-tli.4:! 
-UU:! 

I i.-l:! 
I i.4:! 

:!:UU:! 

IU.li-l:! 
l.ti.-l:! 

l!l.i.-1:! 
.). 7 .-l:! 
.).7.-t:? 

12.i..l:! 
l�UU:! 

I .i.42 

:111 .. -d:! 
:lil .. -. -l:! 

.).7..t:? 
:111 .. -d:! 

:1.1u:! 
:111 .. -.-l:! 
:!11 .. 1 -l:! 
l:!.IU:! 
12.li-I:! 
1-Ui.-l:? 
l:!.IU:! 
:?:?.ti.-12 
:.!:.!.H.-1:.! 

1.7.-1:! 
l!Ui.1:! 

li.S -l:! 
:?:?.7.-1:? 

IS.S -l:! 

:!S.-l.-l:! 
:ll . . 1.-l:! 

.-•. 7 .t:? 
1 11.;i -l:! 

!l.IU:! 
:!:! .4 I:! 
111.,-.-1:! 
:?ti .. ).-l:? 

� �. H. ·l:? 
l.i.-l:! 

:!:!. 1 11.-11 
i.li.-1:! 

l·l.ti.-1:! 
:!:!ltUI 

1-l li-1:! 

!11sf>. lo Chit/ /11'f>.-ct111/. 

Cla vton. \\'. 
T\'l.cr. C. C. 
n'nncan. ':\. 

\!inns. J{. \\'. 
Letbom<'. J·:. \\'. 
*,\nnitstt•ad, ':\. ('. 
llL·a k. h L. 
(;raham, A.\\' 
Wallis, I 11. 
lhht'lt. J{. E. 
Chipp, S. \\'. 

Spratlc\', E. \\'. F. 
J{apki n . I . . \\'. 

I Ltrgra\'t'. I.. J{. 
\lavhank, F. \\'. 
Cl a

.
rk. C. \\' . . .\. 

S.11'.l. It> I'""· --------
\\'all's, 11 . . .\. 
*l!arri'<rn.C J. 
J>oulsnn, I'. I< 

Squirt', \\'. J. S. 
J)\·tha1n. E.T. 
1li1ckland, F. \\'. \'. 
l'rit't'. E. 

\Janning, E. 11. 
Cook<'. II. 11. 

E. in-('.0. to :\.E. lfrg. 
\lid. l{l'g .. . 
Sn>t. l<l·.l( .. . 
\\'. & ll.C . J{,.g. 

\lid. lfrg. to:\.\\'. l{eg. 
E.-in-C ll. 

E.-in-C <I. 
:\. \\'. J{t·g. 
I !.C. Ht:.'-'.. 
I J.C. Hq.;. 
I' -in-C.< l. 

E.-in-C.O. 
l..T lfrg 
S.\\' . Ht·.L'.. 
L.T Heg. 
L.T J{"g 

E.-in-C.!l. 
E.- in- ! ' .< l. 
E.-in -C <l. 

l·:.-in-('.<I 

I·: .-in-CO . 
E.-in- C. <> . 
J·: .- i n- C< l . 
l . . T. J{t•g . to E .- in- C.O ... 
Test Section (Binningha1n) 

S1·co11d 0/jitt'r lo Chit( Of)ircr. 

E\·ans, C. \[. C. . . lf.:\l.C.S. 

Third Of/il'l'r It> Second Ofjirl'I'. 

1;arndt. F. J. . . 11.\f.C.S. 
l{nddock, J. I'. .. 11.:\1.C.S. 

Ft11trlh O/Jirer lo Sero11d Of/ica. 

Bates, 0. H. . . 1 !.\l.C.S 
llellow, E. (;. :\'. l !.\!.CS 
':\airrw, !. C. ll. 11.\l.C.S 
\larshall, J. l !.:\l.C.S. 

Fourth Of)ir1·r lo Third 0/jinT 

llixon. J. .. 11.\l.CS 
St'ro11d l:'>1gr. to Chit( /:'ngr 

Sloss, J. . . 11.\!.C.S 
F1/lh /c'11gr. lo Sao11d F11�r 

11\!.C.S 
Fo11rth F11gr. lo Third F11gr. 

Jun,·s. T. L 11.\!.C.S 
Fifth /c'1u;r. tu Third F11gr 

:\lillar, ll. E ... JUI.CS 

F1/lh hu;r. lo Fo11rth /c'11gr (
_
l
_
'11nlj_. 

Sh;irp. J. F. . . l l . \ l .C. S . 

Appointments 

Date 

.ti.-l:! 

.ti.-1:! 
I <i.-1:? 
J .(i.-1:! 
I li.-l:! 
I ti.-l:! 
l.ii.-l:? 
I ii.-1:! 

l .ti.-l:! 

Xcune 

To Pro/J. _.Jsst. Jc11t;r.- -ro11t. 

Brav, I'. !{. 
Pearson, 11. E. 
lfoherts, F F. 
Hampton, J. F. 
\\'alker, ll. C. 
llolnws, :\!. F. 

Crowther, J{. ,\. 
Turner, IJ. 

London Test 
E.-in-C.O . 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-i·n-C.O. 
E.-in-C.O. 
London Tl's \ 
llirmingha 1n Test 

E.-in-Co. 

I >a tc 

I !l.i.-l:! 
l\l.i.-l:! 
:!S.li.-l:! 
:!.i.S.-ll 
l:!.7 -1:! 
:?7.7.42 
27.7.-t2 
l!JX-1:! 
:!i i.-1:! 
I i..i.-12 
Ill.ii-I:! 

S.-l-1:! 
i.li-1:! 

I !J i-1:! 
:1 .. 1.-1:! 

:?ti.7.42 

!!:J .. ) 42 
i.:! -1:! 
7.:? 42 
7.2.-12 

IS.-1 -1:! 
:!:!.:1-l:! 
l\l . I -l:! 
Jtl.;I -1:! 

2S. l:!.-ll 

:!!l..i.-lO 
!J.IUIJ 

IO.IUH 
:!11 .. 1-111 
:lil.;l.-lll 

\l.:!-1:! 

l.\Ul 

:1. J .-l:! 

:ll.-l:! 

IS.-1.-10 

!late 

l.ti.-12 
1.5.4:! 
I .• i.-1:! 
l.td:! 
J .;i.-1:! 
1.,->.-l:! 
l.r..-l2 
J .;i.-1:! 



Appointments-conlin11ed. 

Xanw 

To !'rob. l 11sf>. 

Cooper. H. 
Dri,·t'f, E. I<. 
Ll'<"k, D. I{. 
Low, F. :\. 
Hedman. F. \\'. G. 
:\mole!, (;. F. 
\liln<'. F. A. 
.\rchhold. H. B. 
Brmrn, \\·. :\. 
l>aYis, E. 
Jcfferv, X. E. 
h·ost: E. J. 
Carlkk, J. 
Hutter, J. 
Pcm her, :\. L. 
(;!an,·ille, J. I!. 
Varrall, J. E . . . 
Hccsom, S. ll. 
\fallett. T. l !. 
Allan, T. 
Hince. E. \\'. 
H olmes .. \. C. 
l.illcv. \L 
\\'a!t;sll\'. 11. :\. 

\\'arhurton. I>. 

fnspr. 

Smith. f.. 
Blackie, I\ . .J. 
Harrison, I !. \\'. 
Swcenn·. I .. 

Cullen.\\'. E. 
Carter. (;. \\'. 

. ·l rta l:'ngr. 

Skinn<'r, E. J. 

Region 

E.-in-C.O. 
1..T. Heg. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C .0. 
E.-in-C.0. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.O. 
I·:.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C<l. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.<l. 
J·:.-in:C .0. 
E.-in-C.<l. 
l·:.-in-C.0. 
l re. Heg. 
E.-in-C.(l. 
l·:.-in-C .( l. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.0. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-CO. 

l<egion 

E.-in-C.O. to \[id. Heg ... 
\lid. Heg. to E-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.O. to 1 1 .C. lfrg . .. 
:\.E. l{eg. to\\'. & B.C. 

Hcg. 
Test Section to L.T. Hcg. 
E.-in-C.O. to 1 f.C. l<l'g .. 

1 .. T. H".'-'· 

/)ra;;."in.r: (�(lire SH("irr;·isnr. 

\\"illmot, :\. S. E.-in-C.O. 
.-/ ssl. /:'ngr. 

Cohen . .-\. J. 
]look,.\. 1.. 

:\amc: 

\\'. & B.C. Jfrg. 
E.-in-C.0. 

Date 

1 2  7 .42 

1 2. 7.42 

12.7.42. 

12.7.42 

1 2.7.42 

12.7.42 

1 2.7.42 

12.7.42 

12.7.42 

12.i.42 

12.i.42 

1 2.i.42 

12.7.42 

12.i.42 

12.i.42 

1 2.i.42 

12.i.42 

12.i.42 

12.i.42 

1 2.i.42 

12.i.42 

1 2.i.42 

12.i.42 

12.i.42 

1 2. 7.42 

Xame 

To Prob. fnsp.-rnnl. 

:\[artin, F. X. 
Allery,(;. D. 
Howells, A.\\'. 
Faulkner, R. A. l{. 
Andnson, J. G. 
Fletcher, J. L. 
Barton, I{.\\'. 
Fleming. J. \[. 
Crnshv. E. 
Fostei-, F. \\'. 
Hall. J{. !{. 
Grat\'. H . .J . . .  
Dn·ilk, C. \\'. :\. 
Ec\\\·arcls .. \. J. 
Brou,gh. ]{. 
Xl'shitt, \\'. l{. 
Sinclair. B. H. 
Avling. S. H. 
Fi1rnwr. \\'. l r. 
Cooper, ( ; , 
Thomas. J. F. I'. 
Glazier .. \. \\'. 
Ilic kson. J. S. 
1';1 rks, F. 

Hcgion 

E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C .0. 
E.-in-C.0. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.O. 
F..-in-C .( l. 
E.-in-C .0. 
E.-in-CO. 
E.-in-C 0. 
\[id Heg. 
E.-in-C <l. 
E.-in-C .0. 
E.-in-C.<l. 
:\.E. Heg. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C <>. 
E.-in-C .0. 
:\.\\'. l{eg. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.0. 
X.E. Ht',L;. 

Transfers 

!late 

i (i.42 

7 fi42 

H.fi.42 

(i.fi.42 

22.fi.42 

2D.fl.42 

Xante 

I 11spr.--ro11I. 

Johnson, E. S. 
\\'right. H. C. 
Kc\\·ham, .\. I.. 

Proh\'. I nsf>r. 

(;ratv. I I. J. 
Xeshitt. \\'. I{. 

E.-in-C.< l. to \lid. I<c·g 
1 ..T. l<<'g. to E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-Co to X.E. lfrg. 

\lid. lfrg. to E.-in-CO 
X.E. h'.l'g. to J·:.-in-C.O. 

Retirements 

I la tc 

I i.8.42 

1 0.H.42 

ID ,;_.i:l 
l.li.42 

Xatnc l{egion 

Clue/ l11sf>r. '"ilh 11/lrt . 
Su<ldl. II. 1 1.C. Hcg. 

!11sf>r. 

Sallnow. C. B. 
llebois<'. A. S. 
l-IDopcr, \\'. X. 

J..T. Reg . 
l..T. 1<<',c; . 
S.\\'. I<e,t; 

Deaths 

n.1 tc I Ht.',L;ion 
- ----- ------ -1 

Chit! 111.sfn. 

Shrulhall, F. \\'. 
I falliclav, \\". (;_ 

E.-in-C.O. 
1 1 .C. l<l';.;. 

Hegion 

h 0111 !'.( ' . lo .;i,1/f Conlro/lcr. 
Hamsay, J. l·:.-in-C.0 
Fro111 .';.o_ In !'.C. 
llakl'r, .-\. I. 
*Ford. F. (_ 

E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.<l. 

O.ti.-t2 

:111.i.42 

I 11sf>r. 
Candish. I'. 
Cli11'/ Of/iccr. 
l'ra tt. I{. 0. 

CLERIC.\L (�!{.-\DES 
Promotions 

Date Xamc 

11.C. Hcg. 

11 .\!'(' s. 

){cg ion 

From S.O. lo T'.C.-ronl. 
I. i .42 

I. 7.4:l 

1.7.42 

Dunster, 11. L. l·:.-in-C.0. 
From l:'.O. to S.O. 
*!fa rrisnn. J. l-1. 
Hannaford. E. J. G. 

1·:.-in-C.0. 
E.-in-C.O. 

Retirement 

Xamc l{egion 
------�---------

l'r i 11ri pal Clerk. 

\[al kin. J. 1.. E.-in-C.O. 

Date 

30.li.42 

* Promoted ·· in absentia." :\II promotions " acting." 

Date 

12.7.42 

I 2.7.42 

1 2.7.42 

12.7.42 

12.7.42 

12.7.42 

12.7.42 

12.7.42 

12. i.42 

1 2.7.42 

1 2.7.42 

1 2.7.42 
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Book Review 

"\\'ave Guides." lh·· H. R. L. Lamont, l\I.A., Ph.D. 
102 pp. :l2 ill. - :\lethuen, 4s. 

An electromagnetic wa\'e can be propagated as a 
free wa\'e in space or as a guided wa\'e. The transmission 
line wave guided between two coriductors is well known 
to communication engineers. It was known nearly 
fifty years ago that \\'a\·es could also be guided in the 
interior of a single hollow conductor, but the wa \·elength 
had to be of the same order of magnitude as the cross
sectional dimensions of the conductor to allow free 
transmission. For many years the subject remained of 
only academic interest owing to the difficulty of generat
ing and detecting wa\'l's of sufficiently high frequency 
to be transmitted in reasonably small tubes. The last 
ten vcars have seen great developments in the generation 
of \·erv high radio frequencies. This, together with 
the increase(! interest in systems of communication 
requiring wide frequency I)andwidths, such as tele
vision, has resulted in an increasing amount of attention 
being paid to the subject of wave guides, arnl many 
papers ha n· appeared in the technical journals. It is 
believe(! that the book forming the subject of this re\·iew 
is the first to be published dealing exclusively with the 
subject of \\·ave guides. It is a valuable and timely 
summarv of the more important theoretical work on 
the subject publishctl up to the present time. 

The writer of a book <lcaling with this subject must 
assume that the reader already has some knowledge of 
electromagnetic theory and the solution of the wa ,.c 
equations. The increasing use of the ultra-high fre
quencies will call for a wider distribution of such know
kdgc among communication engineers, who have 
previously been concerned more with currents in lumped 
circuits than with wan• propagation. 
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:\lanv different svstems of units ha vc been use(! bv 
worker':-; in clcctroinagnctic theory and wave guides, 
but the I ntcrnational Elcctrotcchnical Commission 
meeting at Brussels in June, 1935, adopted the :\l.K.S. 
system, and this action became cffccti\'e in January , 
1940. Hccent . .\merican text-books ha vc used the 
l\I.K.S. system , and it seems desirable that writrrs in this 
countrv -should now use this svstem. The book under 
review: hm,·c\'er, uses the l�aussian system. 

The book deals with the theoretical aspects of the 
subject, the experimental side receiving scant attention. 
The theory of propagation in loss-free rectangular wave 
guides is first considered using rectangular co-ordinates. 
A minor criticism might be made of this first chapter in 
that the expressions deri\·ed arc for a \'aluc of Ez equal 
to unity at the origin, but this is not stated explicitly. 

For the stu(l\- of ,,.a \"e guides other than of rectangular 
section the author introduces the use of orthogonal 
cun·iiinear co-ordinates. These enable other cross
scctions such as circular, elliptical, etc., to be studied 
in a general malll.Jl'r. As the use of such co-ordinates 
will not be gcnerallv well known, it is unfortunate that 
somewhat more sp�ce cuult! not have been dt•\·oted to 
the ex'planation of their use. After studying the propaga
tion in luss-frec guides the author proceeds to the study 
of the attenuation clue to the conductor and dielectric 
loss and the stability of the various wa\'c types. The 
final chapters arc dL·\·oted to the use of closed \\'a\·e 
guides as resonators and to the study of radiation from 
an open wa \'C guide. 

There is a complde and up-to-date bibliographr 
at the end of the book. 

KF.J.J. 
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design and manufacture of electrical 

testing equipment has grown the range of 
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* Light and easily portable. 
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EASY CURRENT 
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in Busbars, Fuses and Cables up to 2t" diam. 

e DUAL RANGE WITH SELECTOR SWITCH 

. e FULLY INSULATED CORE AND HANDLE 

ERRJ\NTI 
�--�AMMETER 

RANGES 

0- 10- 50 Amps. 
0- 2G- 100 Amps. 
0- 50- 250 Amps. 
0-100- 500 Amps. 
0-200-.,. I 000 Amps . 

• 
FERRANTI LIMITED, Hollinwood, Lanes. London Office: Bush House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2 
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& No.18 
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for balancing currents 
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voltage stabilisation without the use of gas 
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chokes. It is completely automatic in its action 

and many hundreds, with outputs ranging from 

15 watts to 1.2 kW, are already in use. 

Tel. New Cross 3225 (Private Branch Exchange) 

RECTIFIERS 

On the right Is shown one of 
one hundred 1.2 kW equip
ments, each with an output of 
50/54 volts 24 amps. for float
charging a battery. Similar 
equipments. with an output of 
80 + 80 volts 6.75 amps .. 
arc In use for power supply to 
V.F. telegraph systems. Below 
is one of twenty 50/54 volt 
10 amps. equipments used for 
float charging. 

On the left ls shown one of 
one hundred 50 /54 volt 
5 amps. sets for float-charging 
signalling batteries. All these 
" Westat " equipments use 
the new "Westalltc" rectifier. 

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO. LTD. 
Pew Hill House, Chippenham, Wilts. 
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NO WAITING FOR 
CEMENT 
TO DRY 

if you use 

RAWLBOLTS 
the speediest method 
of machine fixing 
yet devised 

More and more firms arc using 
Rawlbolts for really heavy fix
ing work. Rawlbolts require no 
grouting and only a small hole 
is needed to accommodate them. 
They can be fixed immediately 
as there is no waiting for cement to dry. Not only is the Rawlbolt 
speedy, and therefore very economical, but it is absolutely reliable 
too. The two cypcs of Rawlbolts solve every fixing problem with 
bolt.s, while the fact that they arc '.lvailablc with pipe clips, round 
and square hooks and eye bolts still further increases their scope 
and utility. Rawlbolts arc sold in stock sizes from t• tot' diameter. 

Hall Telephone Accessories 
(1928) Limited 

Suppliers to �he British Post Office, Air Ministry, 
Admiralty, War Office and Foreign Government 

Departments. 

Manufacturers of prepayment telephone 

multi- coin colle ctors, gas leak 

indi c a tors, pre cision instru ments, 

automatic stamp selling and ticket 

s e lling ma ch in es, auto matic slot 
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Registered Office: 
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LONDEX 
�h!���:P) 
LQA is approved 

by the G.P.O. for 

use in Telephone 

Lines 

LON DEX 

BATTERY CUT-OUTS 
TYPE LF C 

Simple, robust and sensitive. 
Works in any position. Sultab:c 
for ships, vehicles and stationary 
plants. Heavy silver-to-sliver 

contacts. No mercury 

ASK FOR LEAFLETS SPN & 98 PO 

LONDEXLT.D 
RJlWJ.BOJ.TS Electrical Remote Control 

Engineers R Ma11ufacfurers 
AnerleyWks.207Anerley !Id. London.sf 20 

'Phunp WOfNHAM 6258·9 Fully illustrated descriptive literature will be supplied on request to:- l THE llAWLPLUG CO. LTO., CROMWELL ROAD. LONDON. S.W.7 
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Seven men left the sinking ship, smashed by a 
German raider. Most of them were wounded, 
some gravely. As the mote wrote in the log, 
they had " British Determination," but their 
needs were great and their equipment was In
adequate-a small boat, little first-aid kit, 
practically no food and only three gallons of 
water. Wounds and weather, hunger and thirst 
claimed five of them. After seventy terrible 
days -sailing more than 2,000 miles-two 
were saved. Thei r adventures live as an epic 
of the sea. 
This announcement Is a tribute to the bravery 
of these and many other gallant souls whose 
stories of battling against adversity with in
adequate equipment will nev;?r b? told. 

IX 

The Wi 11 alone 
enough-

• 

·I S not 
Need Is the measure of the value of equipment ... The re-organisation which will 

Inevitably have to be undertaken In all countries after the war will be rendered 

Immeasurably more difficult If there ls failure to recognise the Importance ol 
telecommunlcatlons. But the will alone Is not enough ... to enable restoration 

plans to be promptly co-ordinated, Telephone, Carrier and Radio equipment will 
have to be brought Into service in the shortest possible time. Those State or 
private concerns which possess Strowger Automatic Telephone equipment will be 
particularly fortunate, for even though exchanges may have been damaged or 

denuded of parts for military communications, the standardised nature of the 
apparatus facilitates speedy rehabilitation. This same quality enables the 
rapid manufacture and installation of new exchanges wherever such may be 

necessary. For expert advice on every phase of telecommunications, consul! 

----@----
Automatic Telephone & Electric Co. Ltd. 
L 0 N D 0 N & L t. V E R. P 0 0 L 
Monu(octurtrs of Strowcer Automatic Telephone Equipment Carrier Current and 
Tr1n1mlulon Eq u 1 pmcnt • Street Traffic Slcnal1 · Street Fire Alarm Ap.p1r1tu1 • Supervisory 
Re(llote Control Equipment lor Power Necworlu · Mine Telephones and Sl1nallln1 Apparatus, etc. 
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